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' Sir Gawain hath sought the isles of Light Beyond the
shores of day, Where moon never waneth to shades of night And the
silver fountains play. There he holdeth high court as the maiden's
knight In the maiden's isle for ay.'
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PART I KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND
TABLE N is ever -reaching out passionate hands to grasp the ideal.
With aching heart and bleeding feet he pursues the phantoms of his
dreams, only to find, when he stretches out to grasp 1
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2 INTRODUCTION them, that he is wildly clutching at
nothing. The whole cycle of the Arthur Legends is an illustration of
this. Those of us who have lived in Camelot and walked its streets,
peeping shyly into the bower of Queen Guinevere, and have mingled
with the crowds at the great Feast of Pentecost, when knights and
kings rode forth into the green meadows decked with gorgeous
pavilions, and have seen the doughty deeds of many a gallant
knight, will find small comfort in the knowledge that Camelot, and
the palace of Arthur, and the bower of Guinevere, and the joustings
are but the 4 baseless fabric of a dream.' The Arthur Legends are an
eternal credit to humanity. For man is ever in revolt against sordid
actuality. He is ever seeking the land of his heart's desire. There is
probably no other saga that has so universally captured the heart
and imagination of the world as the Arthur saga. Arthur, though a
Briton, belongs to universal history. He and his court, his knights and
their
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INTRODUCTION 8 ladies, and their feastings and their
strivings, have become the possession of universal humanity. Yet
King Arthur probably never existed. And it is just because humanity's
heart feels that he ought to have existed, and that all the great and
high ideals of the Arthur saga ought to be realized, that the saga has
completely saturated the soul of the world. The man who is satisfied
with what is or what has been will never advance along the path of
destiny. Humanity's destiny lies along a path never yet trodden, and
will never be realized till it becomes something it has never yet
been. Man's path is upwards, along the shining way of the sun, not
downwards, among the sordid failures and sins of the past. Arthur as
a man probably did exist. He was a British soldier of great prowess
and loyalty in the sixth century. He fought for his country and his
people and his God against the invading Saxon hordes, the pagan
folk whose warlike deeds are celebrated in * Beowulf.' The first
notice of Arthur's
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4 INTRODUCTION existence in history is to be found in the
chronicle of Nennius, Monk of Bangor. He wrote a History of the
Britons in Latin in the tenth century. In that history we read the
following account : ' Then it was that the warlike Arthur, with all the
kings and military force of Britain, fought against the Saxons. And
though there were many more noble than himself, yet he was twelve
times chosen their commander and became a conqueror.' 6 The
eighth battle he fought near Guinmoir Castle, where Arthur bore the
image of the holy Virgin, mother of God, upon his shoulders, and
through the power of our Lord Jesus Christ and the holy Mary, he
put the Saxons to flight, and pursued them the whole day with great
slaughter. The twelfth battle he fought at the hill of Badon, where
940 Saxons fell by his hand alone, no one but the Lord affording him
assistance. In all these the British were successful, for no strength
can avail against the will of the Almighty.'
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INTRODUCTION 5 Now it is quite possible for even the
uninitiated to detect in this somewhat unromantic and matter-of-fact
rehearsal the seed of the spreading forest of romance that has
grown up throughout Western Europe around the person of the
simple yet heroic British soldier, than whom ' were many more noble
' in the land. You see in this account of Nennius a colossal hero
plunging into the very thick of the enemies' spears, inflamed by a
burning patriotism and a passionate loyalty to Jesus Christ, and an
implacable hatred of paganism ; dealing terrible and deadly dints
into the armour and bodies of the foe, and leaving hundreds slain on
the field of battle. The memory of such heroic deeds would be kept
ever green among the ancient British inhabitants of these islands.
Imagination would play upon the germs of historical fact, investing
them with a halo of romance. Imagination is like the sunshine.
Sunshine fertilizes and causes the seeds sleeping in the earth to
germinate. So does the
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6 INTRODUCTION warm sun of imagination play upon the
hard seed of historical fact, till there springs forth the flower of
romantic and legendary literature. Even when the British were
reduced to a band of fugitives among the hills of Cornwall,
Devonshire, Wales, and Westmorland, they still cherished the
memory of their great heroic deliverer of former days. The Saxon
Conqueror appropriated him as a national asset, a man who had
fought, as Miss Jessie Weston points out, for the ' land of England.'
The next appearance of Arthur in literature is in a manuscript written
by Geoffrey of Monmouth. Very little is known about this most
extraordinary romancer, except that he lived in the first half of the
twelfth century, was an ambitious man in holy orders, who for many
years aspired to an archbishopric, and finally succeeded in getting
preferred in the year 1152 to the See of St. Asaph : ' a poor little
bishopric, with a poor little cathedral.'
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INTRODUCTION 7 He seems to have written two versions
of his famous Histories of the British kings, in the latter of which
appears for the first time the great wonderworker, Merlin. He tells us
that while he was thinking that the deeds of the early British kings
were worthy of everlasting praise, ' Walter, Archdeacon of Oxford, a
man learned not only in the art of eloquence but in the histories of
foreign lands, offered me a certain most ancient book in the British
language that did set down the doings of them all in due succession
from Brute, the first king of the Britons.' Most critics believe that this
fascinating and fanciful priest was, to say the least, incorrect in
making this assertion ; and that in effect no such wonderful book
ever fell into his hands. Their theory is that Geoffrey does himself an
injustice by this misstatement in that he cheats himself of that meed
of praise to which he is entitled. In all probability this remarkable
history of the British kings was the product of his own fertile
imagination working
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8 INTRODUCTION upon fragmentary tradition that he had
come across in the Welsh marches. It would be quite out of place to
discuss this question here. The fact upon which I would fix attention
is that Geoffrey did write a History of the British kings, which
immediately became popular throughout Europe, and upon which
was reared the superstructure, fanciful and beautiful, of the
Arthurian legend, which culminated in Sir Thomas Malory's ' Morte
d'Arthur,' and after lying dormant for centuries has come to a new
birth in Tennyson's ' Idylls of the King,' Swinburne's sonorous and
entrancing poems, and in the immortal music of Wagner. It is a
remarkable fact, however, that though this astounding mass of
romantic legend has enthralled the imagination of Europe, there has
never yet arisen a man who has thoroughly blended the separate
elements into one great poetic whole. It must not be forgotten that
Spenser set out to write an epic on ' King Arthur and his twelve
Knights,' as types of the Virtues ;
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INTRODUCTION 9 but his epic scheme, though moderately
well sustained in the first two Books of the Faery Queen, utterly
breaks down in the third and following books. John Milton had
Arthur in his mind for a great poem, but his poetic genius was
deflected into singing of the Paradise Lost and Regained. It is open
to doubt whether his peculiarly massive and puritanical cast of mind
would have been able to do justice to the illusive, evanescent, and
subtle beauty of the theme. Geoffrey of Monmouth tells how, on the
death of Uther Pendragon, his son Arthur was crowned king by the
Archbishop Dubricius at the age of fifteen. 'After he had been
invested with the ensigns of royalty, he abided by his ancient wont,
and was so prodigal of his bounties as that he began to run short of
the wherewithal to distribute amongst the huge multitude of knights
that made repair unto him. Wherefore did Arthur, for that in him did
valour keep company with largesse, make resolve to harry
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10 INTRODUCTION the Saxons, to the end that with their
treasure he might make rich the retainers that were of his own
household.' He fought a great battle with them at Lincoln, and in
response to a request of the famished and routed Saxons to be
allowed to return to Germany, he granted them permission to
depart, demanding of them all their treasure and hostages. But as
soon as the Saxons had put to sea they changed their minds, and,
tacking about, they landed at Totnes and devastated the land as far
as the Severn Sea. Arthur was very much enraged at their treachery.
In an address to the army he said, ' Fight ye therefore for your
country's sake, for death itself is victory and a healing unto the soul,
inasmuch as that he who shall have died for his brethren doth offer
himself a living sacrifice unto God ; nor is it doubtful that herein he
doth follow in the footsteps of Christ, who disdained not to lay down
His own soul for His brethren.' Arthur set upon himself a habergeon
worthy of so noble a king,
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INTRODUCTION 11 and upon his head a helm of gold,
graven with the semblance of a dragon. ' Upon his shoulders,
moreover, did he bear the shield wherein upon the inner side was
painted the image of holy Mary, mother of God, that many a time
and oft did he call her back to his memory. Girt was he also with
Caliburn, best of swords, that was forged within the Isle of Avalon,
and the lance that did grace his right hand was called by the name
of Ron, a tall lance and a stout, full meet to do slaughter withal.'
Then they fought the Battle of Bath. ft And when much of the day
was spent, neither side gaining advantage, Arthur waxed wroth at
the stubbornness of their resistance and the slowness of his own
advance, and drawing forth Caliburn, his sword, cried aloud the
name of holy Mary, and thrust him forward with a swift onset into
the thickest press of the enemy's ranks. Whomsoever he touched
calling upon God he slew at a single blow, nor did he once slacken in
his own onslaught until that he had slain four hundred
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12 INTRODUCTION and seventy men single-handed with
his sword Caliburn.' Geoffrey tells of Arthur's marriage to Guinevere.
' At last, when he had re-established the state of the whole country
in its ancient dignity, he took unto him a wife born of a noble Roman
family, Guinevere, who, brought up in the household of Duke Cador,
did surpass in beauty all the other dames of the island.' Arthur then
fits out a fleet, and subdues Ireland and Iceland with such power as
to bring the kings of Gothland and of Orkney to his feet, who did
him homage and promised tribute. He now set his desire upon
subduing the whole of Europe, conquered Denmark and Norway, and
raised Lot, the grandson of the king of Norway and father of Gawain,
to be king of Norway in place of the usurper Riculf . He crossed the
Channel, entered France, and fought Flollo, tribune of Rome, in
single combat, subdued Gaul, and held court in the city of Paris.
Then he returned to the city of the Golden Legions, Caerleon
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INTRODUCTION 13 upon Usk, and held high court therein
at the high festival of Whitsuntide. Thus is Caerleon described : c
For, situate in a passing pleasant position on the River Usk in
Glamorgan not far from the Severn Sea, and abounding in wealth
above all other cities, it was the place most meet for so high a
solemnity. For on the one side thereof flowed the noble river
aforesaid, whereby the kings and princes that should come from
oversea might be borne thither in their ships, and on the other side,
girdled about with meadows and woods ; passing fair was the
magnificence of the kingly palace thereof, with the gilded verges of
the roofs that imitated Rome. Howbeit, the chiefest glories thereof
were the two churches, one raised in honour of the Martyr Julius,
that was right fair graced by a convent of virgins who had dedicated
themselves to God ; and the second, founded in the name of the
blessed Aaron, his companions, the main pillars whereof were a
brotherhood of regular canons ; and this was the cathedral church of
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14 INTRODUCTION the third Metropolitan See of Britain. It
had, moreover, a school of two hundred philosophers learned in
astronomy and in the other arts, that did diligently observe the
courses of the stars, and did by true inferences foretell the prodigies
which at that time were about to fall upon King Arthur. Such was the
city famed for its abundance of things delightsome that was now
being prepared for the festival that had been proclaimed.' Then
follows a bewildering list of kings, archbishops, bishops, dukes,
earls, and champions of lesser degree. ' From the neighbouring
islands came likewise the king of Ireland, Malvasin king of Iceland,
Doldavy king of Gothland, Gunvasius king of the Orkneys, Lot king of
Norway, Aschiel king of the Danes. From the parts oversea came
also Holdin king of the Ruteni, Leodegan Earl of Boulogne, Bedevere
the Butler, duke of Normandy, Borel of Maine, Kay the Seneschal
duke of Anjou, and Guitard of Poitou, the twelve peers of the Gauls,
Hoel duke of
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INTRODUCTION 15 the Armorican Britons, with the barons
of the allegiance. And they marched along with such magnificence of
equipment in trappings and mules and horses as may not easily be
told.' Then follows a description of Arthur's coronation; 6and,' says
the Chronicler, 'the realm of Britain enjoyed peace.' Arthur now
received a summons to Rome from the Procurator of Gaul, Lucius
Hiberius, to be judged for that he had not paid tribute to the Roman
state. In case of default Lucius threatened to enter the British
dominion. King Arthur called together his earls in the Giant's Tower
that was at the entrance to the Palace, and consulted with them
about the letter of Lucius. Cador, duke of Cornwall, in whose
household Guinevere the Queen had been brought up and nurtured,
delivered a speech significant of the ideals of those far-off warful
days. Arthur followed with a characteristic utterance, the main thesis
of which was 4 Let Rome pay tribute to us, not we to Rome.' ; Julius
Caesar and the Ro �
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16 INTRODUCTION man power have done violence to the
land. We by the force of arms have repossessed ourselves of our
own country and of Gaul.' Hoel duke of the Armoricans followed, and
in the course of his oration said, ' For if thou art minded to go to
Rome I doubt not the victory shall be ours, seeing that what we do
justly demand of our enemies they did first demand of us. For
whosoever doth seek to snatch away from another those things that
be his own doth deserve to lose his own through him whom he
seeketh to wrong.' Arthur left Britain in the keeping of his nephew
Mordred and his Queen Guinevere, and set sail from Hamos Port, i.e.
Southampton. During the night of the crossing he had a marvellous
dream, of a terrible battle between a bear and a dragon in mid-air. 4
The dragon did illumine the whole country with the flashing of his
eyes, and presently the dragon, leaping again and again upon the
bear, did scorch him up with his fiery breath and cast down his
shrivelled carcass to the earth.'
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INTRODUCTION 17 Those that stood by, on hearing of the
dream, expounded it as an omen of victory for Arthur. ' Then when
the night had finished her course, and the dawn had waxen red,
they came to the haven of Barfleur.' Arthur delivered a speech to the
army on the eve of the battle. ' What ! ' he exclaims in a fine
peroration. c These Romans, have they not heard of the battles ye
fought with the Danes and Norwegians and the dukes of the Gauls,
when ye delivered them from their shameful yoke and gave them
into my allegiance ? We therefore that were strong enough to
subdue the mightier shall doubtless prove stronger yet against the
feebler foe, so we only take the same pains in the same spirit to
crush these emasculate cravens. Only obey my will, and what
honours, what treasures await each one of ye ! For so soon as we
have put these to rout we start for Rome. For us to march upon
Rome is to take it and possess it — yours shall be the gold and silver
and the palaces and castles, the towns and cities and 2
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18 INTRODUCTION all the riches of the vanquished.' And
whilst he yet spake thus, all united in a mighty cheer, ready to meet
death rather than flee from the field alive, leaving him there. In the
battle that followed Bedevere the Butler fell dead, pierced through
by a king's spear, and Kay the Seneschal, in attempting to avenge
him, was surrounded and received a deadly hurt. c Alas, what
lamentation there was among the Neustrians when they beheld the
body of Bedevere their duke rent by so many wounds ! Alas, what
wailing amongst the men of Anjou when they searched with all the
arts of the leech the wounds of Kay their earl ! ' In this battle
Gawain also did great deeds of valour, and, glowing with the fire of
his former deeds, he rushed upon the Emperor and foregathered
with him man to man. Gawain and his company were being worsted,
when they came up over against the king. For Arthur, hearing of the
slaughter just inflicted upon his men, had hurried forward with his
guard,
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INTRODUCTION 19 and drawing forth Caliburn, best of
swords, had cheered on his comrades, and crying with a loud voice
and hot words, ' What be ye men doing ? Will ye let these womanish
knaves slip forth of your hands unharmed ? Let not a soul of them
escape alive. Remember your grand-sires whom the Romans
enslaved. Remember your freedom, that these half-men, feebler
than yourselves, would fain reave away from ye. Let not a single one
escape alive — not a single one escape ! ' Shouting out these
reproaches, he darted forward upon the enemy, flung them down,
smote them. Never a one did he meet but he slew him, either him or
his horse, at a single buffet. They fled from him like sheep from a
fierce lion. Nought might armour avail them but that Caliburn would
carve their souls from out them with their blood. Two kings,
Sestorius of Libya and Polytetes of Bithynia, he dispatched to hell
with their heads hewn off. And thus the Britons, albeit with sore
travail, won the victory that day.'
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20 INTRODUCTION 6 Arthur bade the bodies of his barons
be embalmed and buried in the abbeys of the provinces, but the
body of Lucius he sent to Rome to the senate, with a message to
say that none other tribute was due from Britain. And the summer
coming on, at which time he designed to march to Rome, he had
begun to climb the passes of the mountains, when a message was
brought him that Mordred his nephew, unto whom he had
committed the charge of Britain, had traitorously set the crown on
his own head and had linked him in unhallowed union with
Guinevere the Queen, in spite of her former marriage.' Arthur
pursued Mordred and his mercenaries into Cornwall, and inflicted a
most grievous slaughter. Therein fell the accursed traitor Mordred ;
and Arthur himself was deadly wounded, and was borne thence into
the island of Avalon for the healing of his wounds, and gave up the
crown to Cador, the duke of Cornwall's son, in the year 542 A.D. This
wonderful book of Geoffrey's
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INTRODUCTION 21 was written in the Latin language in
1147. I am indebted for the translations to Mr. Sebastian Evans. It
would be uncharitable to charge so fascinating a romancer with
deliberate lying or attempt to deceive. Being a Welshman, and in
consideration of the fact that the Welsh and Breton languages were
very similar, it is quite possible that he did derive his information
partly from old Breton legends. Be that as it may, his book became 4
a corner-stone of romance,' a fount of many fertilizing rivulets
destined to widen out into great rivers that will flow with purifying
influence as long as the world lasts. The next step in the
development of the Arthur saga was a poem written in Norman-
French in the year 1155 by an ecclesiastic whose name was Wace.
Norman-French was, of course, at that time the language of the
court and aristocracy. The title of this poem was ' The Brut.' It was a
poetical setting of Geoffrey's Chronicle, and was called after Brutus,
who was supposed
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22 INTRODUCTION to have been the father of the British
peoples ; he himself being descended from the Trojans. Geoffrey
had traced back the history of the British to the coming of Brutus, in
accordance with a tendency to fill up gaps in national history in
much the same way as the great Roman poet Virgil had traced back
the Latin people to Aeneas, who was said to have come to Italy from
Troy. Wace dedicated his poem in 1155 to Eleanor of Poitou. He
became possessed of the benefice of Bayeux, perhaps in return for
this dedication. Wace did not add much to Geoffrey's account of
Arthur. The Round Table, however, first appears in his poem. No
doubt the legend of the Round Table was afloat among the Celtic
populations of Brittany, and Wace may have picked it up from
wandering Breton minstrels. He was a cautious man, and manifested
considerable scepticism in regard to the supernatural elements in the
Arthur saga ; e.g. he had heard of the Forest of Broceliande and of a
marvellous spring to be found
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INTRODUCTION 23 there, and so he went to visit the
Forest, and to find wonders, but in lines of almost pathetic note he
tells how he found none. The story of Geoffrey was embellished by
him rather than materially modified. The events are richly coloured,
and he sometimes goes into details that add much to the interest of
the story, and his pages reflect the chivalric spirit of the age. Robert
de Borron and Walter Map developed the saga, and it remained for
Chrestien de Troyes to sing the exploits of Arthur in octosyllabic
rhyming couplets. He wrote the ' Chevalier a la Charette,' based on
Map's Lancelot ; the ' Chevalier au Lyon ' ; * Eric and Enid,' which
was purely Welsh in origin ; and the ' Cliges ' and ' Percivale,' based
on Robert de Borron, in which ninety pages of his original are
expanded into 50,000 lines by Chrestien. These French poetical
romances are characterized by great diffuseness, and manifest much
inventive and imaginative power on the part of the poet.
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24 INTRODUCTION The actual development of the
Arthurian romance, with its parallel romances of the Grail and of Sir
Tristram, is difficult to trace with absolute certainty. King Arthur and
his knights drew to themselves material from ancient Celtic sources
on the one hand and from probably Byzantine or Oriental sources on
the other. The Grail saga had undoubtedly an Eastern origin, but it
quite naturally became engrafted on to that of King Arthur and the
knights, and in union with it introduced into it an element of
religious mysticism. The introduction of the Grail saga was probably
the result in some measure of the doctrinal disputes of the times
between Anselm and Berengar on Transubstantiation. It would be
quite impossible, and indeed out of place, to consider this mass of
prose and poetry in detail. I give a quotation which I have translated
from the old French of Walter Map. ' Now the Knights come to the
bridge, and they straightway commence to
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INTRODUCTION 25 weep very loudly. Lancelot asketh why
they thus weep and make such dole. And they say that it is for love
of him, for that the bridge is very dangerous. Then looketh Lancelot
at the water on all sides. He sees that it is black and swift. Then
turneth he to look towards the city, and seeth the tower where the
Queen is at the window. He asketh, " What city is that ? " " Sir," said
they, " it is the city where the Queen is." "Do not fear for me," said
he, " for the bridge is not so dangerous as I aforetime thought."
Then cometh he down and comforteth them, and saye.h to them
that they are as safe as he is. ... And Lancelot beggeth them to go
away, and they went away and made him swim to the other side of
the water, and they lead his horse, and he cometh to the right side
of the river and looketh towards the tower where the Queen is
imprisoned, and boweth himself down. Then he maketh the sign of
the true cross on his face, and putteth the shield behind his back
that it might
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26 INTRODUCTION not hinder him. Then he proceedeth
along the river-bank on horseback, and he needeth not coat-of-mail
nor sword nor shoes nor helmet nor shield. And they who were in
the tower, when they saw him were sore adread, and no one of
them knew who this knight might be, but they saw that his sword
was trailing at his side and striking against his knees.5 It was
Layamon who first sang of Arthur in English poetry as distinguished
from the Norman-French poets, Wace and Chrestien de Troyes. It is
interesting to note that Wace, the Norman-French troubadour, took
his material from Geoffrey of Monmouth. It was then worked up by
Robert de Borron, Walter Map, Chrestien de Troyes, and others.
Then an Englishman finding the Brut of Wace, and adding to what
he found there about King Arthur material obtained from Bede's
Ecclesiastical History, set out to write a complete poetical chronicle
of the ancient British kings in English verse. His style is vivid and
picturesque and
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INTRODUCTION 27 with a considerable flavour of the
Antique Saxon poetical style. I give a number of quotations done
into modern English to illustrate these points : Arthur Fighting Arthur
brandished his shield, in front of his breast, And began to rush
forward as rusheth the wolf When he cometh from the woodland, all
under snow And intent upon biting such wild deer as he may.
(20120-20123). Arthur's Armour He put on his byrny fashioned of
steel An elvish smith made it well and he was hight Wygar A witty
smith. And his legs he covered With hose of steel. Caliburn his sword
Hung by his side, that was wrought in Avalon With craft that was
magic. Helm he set on head Of steel very high, and many
gemstones on it All set in gold. It had been Uther1*, That noblest of
kings. He hung on his neck A precious shield. Its name was in
English Called Pridwen. Thereon was graven With red gold tracing a
very fair image Of the mother of God. His spear he took then. The
Coronation Procession St. Dubric went before Christ had chosen him.
The Archbishop of London walked by his side And fifteen bishops
chosen from many lands. They were all hung about with very rich
clothing That was all embroidered with burnished gold Trumpets
were blowing, bells were ringing, Knights were riding, women forth
gliding. The Feast Bedevere went in front bearing a bowl of gold
After him a thousand pages came to board With every kind of drink
of which one may think.
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28 INTRODUCTION No one had ever heard of half the
wealth that was in Caerleon. Of silver and gold and goodly garments
Of high-born men that dwelt therein Of horses and hawks of hounds
for hunting And of all the folk that dwell on the earth Were the folk
of the land held to be fairest. And also the women fairest of hue
Were clothed most nobly and well educated. And the high-born
women that dwelt in this land Had all of them sworn in soothly
words That no man would they marry in all England, Were he even a
knight and of handsome figure Unless he had been tested three
times in combat And his manhood had proved, and approved
himself. Boldly he might then ask for a bride. The Games When the
King had eaten and all his knights with him, They passed out of the
city the knights most bold, All the kings and their chieftains, All the
bishops and all the clerks, All the earls and all the barons, All the
thanes and all the swains Fairly clad, and passed thro* the field.
Some they gave ride, and some they gave fun, Some they gave leap,
and some they gave sport, And some they wrestled, and contest
were making ; And some they in field played under shield ; Some
they drove balls wide through the field. And many kinds of games
there they gave play, And who so might win honour of his game,
Him they led singing before the great King, And the King for his
gaming good gifts would be giving. The following quotation is an
instance of Layamon's vivid realism. The while came the giant and
went to the fire, And a great burden he bare on his back. Which was
a twelve of swine, tied all together With very great cords twisted
together.
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INTRODUCTION 29 Down he cast the swine, and himself
sat thereby, Began to mend his fire, and many trees laid on, Cut in
pieces the swine, laughed ever at the old wife. He drew out the
coals, the flesh began to roast, And ate up the swine, ere he rose
from his seat. And this is Layamon's account of the Passing of
Arthur, which has become so popular through Tennyson's poem. And
to Avalon I will fare to the fairest of all maidens, To Argante the
queen, as an elf very fair ; And she shall make sound all my deadly
wounds And make me hale with healing drinks. And then I will come
again to my kingdom, And dwell with the British in mickle joy. As he
spake these words, from the sea came wending A small boat
drifting, borne on the waves ; Therein were two women, beautiful to
look upon. And anon they took Arthur, and bore him to the boat And
laid him down softly ; and forth they departed. Of ' The Adventures
of Arthur at Tarn Wadling ' we must say little. It was probably
written in Lancashire between 1300 and 1350. Arthur is quite
unimportant in the poem. The place of honour is given to Gawain.
Arthur and his knights were out hunting somewhere in the North
country, when a violent thunderstorm drove them to shelter. Gawain
and a lady took refuge in a cave, and to them appeared, as an
uncanny beast, the soul
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80 INTRODUCTION of the lady's mother, who told of her
torments in hell, or rather purgatory. She asked that masses might
be said for her soul : Were thirty trentals done Betwixt dawn and
noon My soul would escape full soon And be brought into bliss.
Thereupon the lady asked her mother, 6 What prayers are the best
to offer to bring thee into bliss ? ' 6 The greatest are meekness and
mercy, have pity on the poor, and seek to please the King of kings.'
This fugitive soul gives some sound advice to her daughter. And to
this take thou heed whiles thou dwellest here. When richly thou art
arrayed and ridest in a rout, Think of and pity the poor, for thou hast
great power. Barons and ladies are around thee about. When thy
body is dead and laid in a bier, They that bow down before thee
lightly will leave thee; Then helpeth thee nothing but holy prayers.
The latter half of the poem describes in truly romantic fashion how
Sir Gawain accepted the challenge of Sir Galleron, knight of
Galloway, and how he overcame him. It is a pleasant little poem,
and the author was evi �
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INTRODUCTION 31 dently a stern moralist. He makes the
lost soul prophesy the downfall of Arthur and the Knights of the
Round Table. These are the principal literary works in which the
legends of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table and the
Holy Grail appear in the English and Anglo-Norman literature of the
mediaeval times. It remains to sum up the general moral and social
teaching of this mass of gorgeous literature, shimmering in the mist
of romance. First it must be. noted how strong an influence upon
literature was exercised by the Church and the great doctrinal
disputes of the times. The Mass was the centre of the Church's
worship, and the great miracle of the transubstantiation of the bread
and wine by the Holy Ghost at the hand of the priest into the
veritable body, blood, and divinity of Christ, exercised an
unspeakable fascination for the minds of men in the Middle Ages, as
it does for many to-day. The Grail legend originated at the altars of
the Catholic
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82 INTRODUCTION Church, and was encouraged by the
bishops and clergy. The Church and its mysteries and services held
far greater sway then than now. The church door was always open.
The Church claimed the children as soon as they were born, washing
them free from the taint of sin in baptismal waters. The Church
presided at their education, in their love affairs, and at their
marriage. The Church, through the confessional, sent down its
tentacles into the very heart of family life, worming out and
extracting the most secret experiences of the soul. The Church
presided at the passing of the soul from the body, and after death
laid to rest the earthly part of a man in the God's acre, waiting for
the ' resurrection morning.' All this activity of the Church tended to
suppress originality and to force artistic expression into certain well-
defined grooves. But at the same time it must never be forgotten
that the end or purpose of the Church was a noble and divine ideal,
and much greater than the means
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INTRODUCTION 33 used to attain it. It must be admitted
that the elaborate services, ceremonials, and functions of the Church
might create a mechanical process for realizing those ideals. The
ideal was the development of humanity into a perfect organism
adapted to the divine purpose in the world. Arthur was conceived as
the ideal king, and his scheme of universal conquest was precisely
analogous in its conception to the Christian scheme of winning the
world to the allegiance of Christ. In the Middle Ages monarchy was
looked upon as the normal form of government, and the doctrine of
the divine right of kings was accepted unquestioningly. Hence the
tendency of the unconscious idealist to seize on any suggestion of
ideal kingship. Thus came into existence the sagas of Alexander,
Charlemagne, and Arthur. The idea of universal empire was one of
those that have their roots in the essential fitness of things. And the
tendency we have seen in the expansion of the Arthur saga to make
him Em3
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84 INTRODUCTION peror of Rome, and to have in his mind
the conquest of all Europe, if not of the whole world, was perhaps
the unconscious expression of the same great essential fact that
humanity is striving after an ideal of a common cause under some
common government — an attempt to evolve out of the clash and
conflict of innumerable forces some beautiful harmony, and out of
the comparatively anarchical conditions of modern life some great
scheme of social well-being. But even an ideal king can do little
unless he be aided by ideal men. Nothing more tragic or pathetic can
be found in literature than the lamentable treachery by which
Arthur's solidarity of the Round Table, his court, and his kingdom
were broken up and shattered and scattered by the disloyalty of
Mordred and the Queen Guinevere. In the most ancient legend it is
Mordred who * set the crown on his own head ' during the absence
of the king on his Roman campaign. All the glory of the Round Table
was dimmed by this appalling treachery.
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INTRODUCTION 35 The mainspring of all these knightly
deeds, that by which alone humanity may realize its latent divinity,
was the motif of love — love to God and to man. These gallant
deeds of arms, these rescuings of afflicted and oppressed maidens,
these terrible and destructive charges on the field of battle, were all
inspired by love, love for God, for some ' ladye fair,' for the king, or
for one's fatherland : this was the supreme motive of it all. When Sir
Gawain went forth to meet the Green Knight, it was love to the king
that prompted him. Despite had been done to the king and his court.
It must be avenged. The reputation for strength and loyalty and
power of resistance of the knights of the Round Table was at stake,
and Sir Gawain, for love of the king and the knights, endures
temptation. The same great motif prompts the gallant deeds of
knights in single combats and joustings and tournaments, and on
their wanderings, in that they ever succour the afflicted and deliver
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36 INTRODUCTION those that are captive through magical
arts or the wickedness of men. Nennius tells us that Arthur wore
upon his shoulders the image of the holy Virgin, and Geoffrey
enlarges this into, 4 Upon his shoulders, moreover, did he bear the
shield wherein upon the inner side was painted the image of the
holy Mary, so that many a time and oft did he bring her back to
memory.' Even though this may to some seem to be heretical and to
others even idolatrous, it expresses the truth that there is no
inspiration to noble deeds comparable to the inspiration of a great
love. As the knights go forth to their feats of arms in the green
meadows, decked with the white pavilions, from which stream in the
breeze the colours of the combatants, they are impelled by glances
from the eyes of the ladies for whom they fight. Man is social in his
instincts. He will never fight so well for himself as for those he loves.
It is the old and eternal, yet ever young and beautiful principle that
love conquers all. The modern application
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INTRODUCTION 37 of that ancient idea is a passion for
humanity, born of a vision of the latent loveliness at the heart of
humanity. JK Courtesy was the very soul of the knightly code of
honour. Brusqueness and roughness had no place therein. Even
when men met in deadly combat, there was ever the spirit of
courtesy and consideration manifested. This was shown in the
unvarying hospitality of the court and the knights of King Arthur. It
will be remembered how lavishly King Arthur entertained the twelve
ancient men who came from the Emperor of Rome, and how great a
preparation was made in the castle of the Green Knight at the
coming of Sir Gawain ; and such hospitality to strangers was
counted a point of honour. There was also a thoroughly healthy
sentiment in regard to physical strength. The perfect knight was not
only gentle and courteous and patient and forgiving, but he was
strong in body and beautiful of form. This old knightly glorying in
physical health and beauty
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38 INTRODUCTION was a good thing ; and the anaemic,
stunted, and degenerate types of the modern slums and amongst
the poor would have been utterly repudiated in the court of King
Arthur. PART II N * Sir Gawain and the Green Knight ' the unknown
author has taken his idea from 4 Conte del Graal ' of Chrestien de
Troyes ; but has so transformed the story, and transfused it with the
fire of his own genius, that it glows with an unprecedented
splendour. For two or three centuries the old English alliterative
poetry had been dying out. Englishmen wrote rhyme more
frequently in imitation of the French.
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INTRODUCTION 39 The author of 'Sir Gawain,' of 'The
Pearl,' and of a poem entitled ' Joseph of Arimathea,' made a
successful attempt to revive the ancient glories of English poetry.
This poem of 6 Sir Gawain and the Green Knight ' consists of 2,530
lines. It is written in stanzas of varying length. Each stanza ends
with a verse of four rhyming lines, of two accents, joined to the body
of the stanza by a line of one accent. To illustrate the metre I will
quote one stanza, and because it contains the poet's conception,
based upon the ideas of the times, of the character of a true knight.
First he was found faultless | in his five wits, Then the fellow failed
not I in his five fingers. All his faith on earth | was in the five
wounds Of Christ on the cross, | as the creed doth tell. Where'er this
Man | in melee was placed His thoughts were upon them | above
other things ; So that all his force | he found in the five joys That
the Fair Queen of Heaven | had felt in her child. For this cause had
the Knight | in comely fashion On the inside of his shield | her image
depicted, That when he viewed it | his valour never failed. The fifth
five that I find | this fellow was using Were frankness and fellowship
| before all other, His cleanness and courtesy | never were crooked,
And pity that passeth | all points : these pure five Harder were
happed | on this Atheling than on others.
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40 INTRODUCTION Now all these five times | were fixed in
that knight, That each one held to other | without any end, And
fixed upon five points | that failed never Nor even joined to no side,
| nor sundered neither, Without end at any corner | that one may
find, When the game began | or glided to an end. On his shining
shield i shaped was that knot, All with red gold | upon red gules
Called the pure pentangle | among the people of love. Now geared
is Gawain gay, He brandished the lance he bore, And bade them all
good-day, And went forth evermore. One outstanding feature of
many of these mediaeval writers is their modesty. This work is
anonymous. It is commonly thought that the author of * Sir Gawain '
was also the author of three other poems, which are bound together.
' It is a small quarto volume,' says Dr. Richard Morris, ' consisting of
three different manuscripts bound together, which originally had no
connexion with each other.' The portion of the volume from which c
Sir Gawain ' is taken is, however, written by one hand in a small,
sharp, irregular character. There are no titles, but the divisions are
marked by large initial letters of blue and red; and there are several
illustrations, the subjects of which are
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INTRODUCTION 41 as follows, as far as ' Sir Gawain ' is
concerned : 1. The Green Knight, headless, leaving the court of King
Arthur. 2. The interview between the Lady of the Castle and Sir
Gawain. 3. Sir Gawain approaching the Green Chapel. 4. Sir Gawain
at Camelot after his return. The only colours used are green, red,
yellow, and blue. The other works in the same handwriting, and
which, from their literary style, general outlook, and spirit are
supposed to be the work of the author of 'Sir Gawain,' are 'The
Pearl,' 'Cleanness,' and ' Patience.' The general purpose of these
poems would seem to be to inculcate (1) Resignation to the will of
God; (2) Purity of Life; (3) Obedience ; and (4) Patience under
suffering. Sir F. Maddern, the first modern editor of the mediaeval
poem, says that ' in these poems occur passages which will bear
comparison with any similar ones in works of Douglas and
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42 INTRODUCTION Spenser.' Richard Morris considers that
this author also wrote the^' Troy Book,' a translation of Guido di
Colonna's great work. * The poem,' he says, * is the work of a man
of birth and education, and of a true poet, and of one who had
acquired a perfect mastery of that form of English spoken in his own
locality during the early part of the fourteenth century.' The dialect is
West Midland, and is exceedingly difficult to read, which difficulty is
increased by the alliteration. Had the author been a Londoner, the
poem would have been as intelligible to moderns as Chaucer is, with
whom the writer was contemporary. The critics have always held this
poem in the highest estimation. Gaston Paris, the great French critic,
says it is the 6 jewel of English mediaeval literature.' F. J. Snell says,
' Although it is founded on the French romance of Sir Perceval, yet
the story is told with excellent skill and address.' I have sought to
give an almost literal translation of the original, leaving out
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INTRODUCTION 43 nothing. It is scant courtesy to any
author to bowdlerize his work. A man's work should either be
presented as he wrote it or left severely alone. The only principle of
omission that has guided me has been to leave out a synonym or
iJirase evidently introduced to fill up lines or to satisfy the demands
of alliterative poetry. I cannot agree with Miss Jessie L. Weston when
she says that she does not think ' the story would gain anything by
reproducing the details of the dissection of animals ' taken in the
hunt. I agree rather with Professor Kolbing. All these details of the
chase and the slaughter are interesting to Englishmen as reflecting
the manners and customs of the times. Students of the Arthur saga
are greatly indebted to her, however, for her illuminating articles and
prefaces on the saga in general, and Sir Gawain in particular. She
has, I think, established, in conjunction with other authorities, the
existence of an early and considerable
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44 INTRODUCTION Gawain saga, ' a collection of poems
dealing with feats of Sir Gawain and his kin which may be styled "
The Geste of Syr Gawayne," the authorship of which was ascribed to
a certain Bleberis.' They are poems of great force and vitality, and
include ' Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,' ' Sir Gawain at the Castle
of the Holy Grail,' and ' Sir Gawain and the Lady of Lys.' ' In them
all,' says Miss Weston, ' the character of the hero is the same
throughout. Gawain is unfailingly valiant, generous, and courteous.'
Professor Maynadier has pointed out that it is in truth Sir Gawain
and not Arthur who was the typical English hero. In later days Sir
Gawain has suffered much in the hands of Sir Thomas Malory and of
Tennyson. All of us are familiar with Tennyson's description of the 6
Ghost of Sir Gawain.' In the 'Passing of Arthur,' just before the '
battle in the west ' Arthur is represented as seeing the ghost of Sir
Gawain 4 blown along a wandering wind ' and crying out ' Hollow,
hollow, all delight ! '
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INTRODUCTION 45 ' Hail, king ! To-morrow thou sha.U
pass away. Farewell ! there is an isle of rest for thee. And I am
blown along a wandering wind. And hollow, hollow, hollow all
delight.' To which Sir Bedevere replies : ' Light was Gawain in life,
and light in death Is Gawain, for the ghost is as the man ; And care
not thou for dreams of him.' Tennyson followed Sir Thomas Malory
for his conception of the character of our hero ; and in spite of the
great beauty and aesthetic and musical character of the Idylls, we
can never quite forgive so flagrant a libel upon so noble a knight.
Malory gives an account of Sir Gawain being made a knight in '
Morte d'Arthur ' (Bk. III. 2 and 4), and goes so far as to suggest that
he was greatly beloved, for 6 when he left the Court of King Arthur
there was made a great sorrowing among all estates ' (' Morte
d'Arthur,' Bk. III. 16) ; but he also tells us, ' As the book rehearseth
in French there were many knights that overmatched Sir Gawain for
all the thrice might that he had : Sir Launcelot de Lake, Sir
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46 INTRODUCTION Tristram, Sir Bors de Yanis, Sir
Percivale, Sir Pelleas, and Sir Marhaus ; these six knights had the
better of Sir Gawain.' And in Book III. 22, he represents him as a
mean trickster, adulterer, and liar. There is one reference in Malory
which is especially interesting in the light of Canto IV., stanzas xix
and xx, of this poem. Malory refers to the baleful scheming of Queen
Morgan le Fay, and it was through her scheming that Sir Gawain was
exposed to the terrible temptation that is the subject of this poem.
In the more ancient 6 Geste of Syr Gawayne ' he is represented as
being held in great veneration. ' They delighted to describe him,'
says Richard Morris, ' as Gawain the Good, a man " matchless on the
earth," " the most gracious that lived under God," " the hardiest of
the land," " the most fortunate in arms " and u most polite in hall."
Arthur is said to have exclaimed when he saw him lying on the
ground bathed in blood, * O Righteous God, this blood were worthy
to be
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INTRODUCTION 47 preserved and enshrined in gold ! ' Our
unknown author uses similar terms of praise. His place on the dais in
the Hall was beside Queen Guinevere. His humility is as great as his
courage. He is courteous and brave and true, and realizes the spirit
of the Ancient Saxon ' Comitatus ' : that spirit which made a man
espouse the cause of his liege lord even at the risk of life itself. He is
represented, too, as strong under temptation, though thoroughly
human. Of the poem itself it may be said that it is a complete whole
with few irrelevancies. It fulfils Aristotle's dictum in having a clearly
marked beginning, middle, and ending. And the episodes of the
hunting and the lyric outbursts such as may be seen in Canto II. 1
and 2, in my judgement greatly enhance the value of the poem as
reflecting the manners of the time and the personal and inner life of
the hero. It has been recently shown that 4 one of the most striking
characteristics of
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48 INTRODUCTION Sir Gawain, and one which may
undoubtedly be referred to the original conception of his character, is
that of the waxing and waning of his strength as the day advances
or declines. This is found in " Chrestien de Troyes," in the " Conte
del Graal," and in the " Merlin," and is reproduced in Malory's "
Morte d'Arthur," in Bk. IV. 18. " But Sir Gawain, from it passed nine
of the clock, waxed ever stronger and stronger, for then it came to
the hour of noon, and thrice his might was increased. And when it
was past noon, and when it drew toward evensong, Sir Gawain's
strength feebled and waxed passing faint." Upon this an interesting
theory has been based, that Sir Gawain was originally a solar
divinity. This theory receives support, too, from the similarity
between Sir Gawain's horse Gringolet and Siegfried's famous horse
Grani, who was a Sun-Horse. Whether this be so or not, the origin of
the Gawain saga, like that of so much that is best in our English
literature, is certainly Celtic. Gawain is
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INTRODUCTION 49 connected with Cuchullin, the great
hero of the Ultonian (Irish) Cycle of Legends. In the ' tags of rhyme '
at the end of each stanza I have, at the suggestion of Mr. J. M. Dent,
sought to retain something of the poetic character of the original,
and it is only here in these * tags ' that I have, through the
exigencies of rhyme, allowed any deviation from literal accuracy, as
far as I could attain it. Certain words and phrases have also been
deliberately retained because of their archaic character. I can most
certainly say that the work has been a labour of love ; and though I
am sure that scholars will probably detect many inaccuracies, yet I
can but hope that they may find that some of the perfume of the
original still hangs about this translation, which I believe is the first
complete one to appear in modern English. May I be forgiven if I
express my debt of gratitude to my aunt, Mrs. Hibbert, who has from
my earliest childhood inspired me with a love of literature ; to my
wife, who has 4
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50 INTRODUCTION greatly helped me in reading and
correcting proofs, and with many valuable suggestions ; and to my
friend Mr. Frederic Lawrence, to co-operate with whom has been one
of the greatest pleasures of my life, and to whose unerring
judgement I owe much. 25 SACKVILLE GARDENS, HOVE,
BRIGHTON, W. Aug. 4, 1912.
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FTER the siege and the assault of Troy, when the city was
burned to ashes, the knight who therein wro ug ht treason was tried
for his treachery and was found to be the truest on earth. Aeneas
the noble it was, and his high kindred, who vanquished great nations
51
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52 SIR GAWAIN AND and became the rulers of wellnigh all
the western world. Noble Romulus went to Rome with great show of
strength, and built that city at the first, and gave it his own name, as
it is called to this day. Ticius went into Tuscany and began to set up
habitations, and Langobard made his home in Lombardy ; whilst
Brutus, far over the French sea by many a full broad hill-side, the
fair land of Britain did win, Where war and wrack and wonder Often
were seen therein, And oft both bliss and blunder Have come about
through sin.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 58 ii OW, when Britain was conquered
by this noble man, brave warriors were bred and born therein that
were fond of striving, so that many times sorrow came thereof. And
more wonders have been wrought in this land than in any other I
wot of since that time. But of all the British kings, Arthur was the
most courteous, as I have heard say. And I propose to tell you a
wondrous adventure, as some hold it to be, that happened in
Arthur's court ; and if ye will listen but a little I will tell it you with
tongue As I have heard it told, In a story brave and strong, In a
loyal book of old, In the land it has been long.
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54 SIR GAWAIN AND in HIS King Arthur was at Camelot at
Christmas with many a lovely lord, and they were all princely
brethren of the Round Table, and they made rich revel and mirth,
and were free from care. And betimes these gentle knights held full
many a tournament, and jousted in jolly fashion, and then returned
they to the court to sing the Christmas carols. And the feasting was
for fifteen days, and it was with all the meat and mirth that men
could devise. And glorious to hear was the noisy glee by day and the
dancing by night, and all was joyous in hall and chamber, among the
lords and ladies as it pleased them, and they were the most
renowned knights under Christ and the loveliest ladies that ever lived
;
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 55 for all these fair folk were in their
first age, and great were they in mirth The gayest in the land, The
king was of great worth, I could not name a band So hardy upon
earth. IV ND when the New Year was come, on that day the nobles
on the dais were double served, when the king came with his
knights into the great hall and the chanting in the chapel was ended.
And clerks and others set up a loud cry, and they kept the Feast of
Christmas anew, and they gave and received New
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56 SIR GAWAIN AND Year's gifts, and much talking was
there about the gifts. And ladies laughed full loudly, though they had
lost in the exchange, and he that won was not wroth, as ye will well
trow, and they made all this mirth together as was fitting for the
season. When they had washed, they worthily went to their seats,
each according to his rank, as was seemly. And Queen Guinevere
was full gaily attired as she took her seat on the dais, and on fair
silks under a canopy of costly Tarsian tapestry, embroidered with the
finest of gems that money could buy on a day The comeliest lady, I
ween, She glanced from eyes that were grey, Her like that he had
seen Truly could no man say.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 57 UT Arthur would not eat until all
were served, for he was so jolly, and almost like a child. Little recked
he of his life; and so restless was he that he could not sit or recline
for long, so active was his young blood and his brain. And there was
another strange thing about him because of his noble birth, that he
would not eat on these high days until he had heard some eerie tale
of marvellous adventures, of his forbears or arms, or else that some
knight joined with another in jousting, life for life as hap would have
it. This was the custom of the King when he was in court
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58 SIR GAWAIN AND at each feast as it came amongst his
noble household in hall, Therefore so bold of face He sat there,
strong in stall, In that new year of grace Much mirth he made with
all. VI HUS was the King in the high seat talking before the high
table of courteous trifles and good. Sir Gawain was sitting beside
Guinevere. Agravayn of the hard hand sat on the other side, and
both were sons of the king's sister and very strong and faithful
knights. Bishop Bawdewyn was at the head of the table,
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 59 and Ywain, son of Urien, was
eating by himself. And they were all on the dais, and well were they
served, and afterwards many a true man at the sideboards. With the
crashing of trumpets came the first course, and with banners and
beating of drums and piping loud, so that many a heart heaved full
high at the sound, and there were many dear and full dainty meats.
And there were so many dishes and such great plenty that it was
hard to find room to set before the folk the silver service that held
the courses on cloth, Each man as he loved himself There laughed
he without loath, Each two had dishes twelve, Good beer and bright
wine both.
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60 SIR GAWAIN AND VII OW will I tell you no more of the
serving, for ye may wot well no want was there. Another and a full
new wonder was drawing near. Scarcely had the noise ceased and
the first course been served in the court, when there came in at the
hall door an ugly fellow and tallest of all men upon earth. From his
neck to his loins so square set was he, and so long and stalwart of
limb, that I trow he was half a giant. And yet he was a man, and the
merriest that might ride. His body in back and breast was strong, his
belly and waist were very small, and all his features full clean. Great
wonder of the knight Folk had in hall, I ween, Full fierce he was to
sight, And over all bright green.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 61 VIII ND he was all clad in green
garments, and fitting close to his sides was a straight coat with a
simple mantle above it and well lined with gay and bright furs, as
was also his hood hanging about his locks and round his shoulders ;
and he had hosen of that same green on his calves, and bright spurs
of gold, that hung down his legs upon silk borders, richly striped,
where his foot rested in the stirrup. And verily all his vesture was of
pure green, both the stripings of his belt, and the stones that shone
brightly in his gorgeous apparel, upon silk work, on his person and
saddle ; and it would be too tedious to tell you even the half of such
trifles as were thereon embroidered with birds and flies in gaudy
greens, and ever gold in the midst. The pendants of the hores's
neck-gear, the
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62 SIR GAWAIN AND proud crupper, the ornaments, and all
the metal thereof, were enamelled of green ; the stirrups that he
stood in of the same colour, and his saddle-bow also ; and they were
all glimmering and shining with green stones ; and the foal on which
he rode was of that same hue certain A green horse great and thick,
A steed full strong to strain, In broidered bridle thick, To the man he
was full gain. IX HUS gaily was this man dressed out in green, and
the hair of the horse's head was of green, and his fair, flowing locks
clung about his shoulders ; and a great beard like a bush hung over
his breast, and with
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 68 his noble hair was cut evenly all
round above his elbows, and the lower part of his sleeves was
fastened like a king's mantle. The horse's mane was crisped and
gemmed with many a knot, and folded in with gold thread about the
fair green with ever a fillet of hair and one of gold, and his tail and
head were intertwisted with gold in the same manner, and bound
with a band of bright green, and decked with costly stones and tied
with a tight knot above ; and about them were ringing many full
bright bells of burnished gold. Such a horse or his rider were never
seen in that hall before or with eye. ' He looks like flashing light,' Say
they that him descry, ' It seemed that no man might His dintings e'er
defy.'
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64 SIR GAWAIN AND ND he had no helmet nor hauberk,
nor was he armour-plated, nor had he spear or shield with which to
smite ; but in one hand he held a holly branch, that is most green
when the groves are all bare, and in the other he held an axe, huge
and uncanny, and a sharp weapon was it to describe whoso might
wish. And the head thereof measured an ell, and its grain was of
green steel and of hewn gold, and the broad edge of it was
burnished brightly, and as well shaped for cutting as a razor. And the
sturdy knight gripped the steel of the stiff staff that was wound
round with iron right along its length, and engraven in green
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 65 with many noble deeds ; and lace
lapped it about and was fastened on the head, and looped about the
handle full oft with many tassels tied thereto and broidered full richly
on buttons of bright green. And the man haled into the hall, and
pushed forward to the high dais, fearful of nothing, and saluted no
one, but looked scornfully over them all. The first word that he
uttered was 4 Where is the chief of this company ? Gladly would I
see that man in the body, and speak with him seasonably in town.'
The knight cast round his eye, And reeled up and down, He stopped
and 'gan to spy Who was of best renown.
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66 SIR GAWAIN AND XI HEN they all looked at him, and
every man marvelled much what it might mean that a man and his
horse should be of such a colour of green, green as the grass and
greener, as it seemed, than green enamel upon gold shining brightly.
All studied him carefully, and came nearer to him, for they had seen
many wonders, but nothing like unto this; therefore the folk deemed
it to be a phantom or some faery. And many of them were afraid to
answer him ; astounded at his voice, stone still they sat. And there
was a solemn silence through that rich hall, as though they had all
fallen asleep speedily ; Not all, I trow, for fear But some for courtesy
: Let him whom all hold dear Unto him make reply.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 67 XII HEN Arthur on the high dais
beheld that adventure, and royally did reverence unto him, for
nothing could affright him, and he said, c Sir, welcome art thou to
this hall. I am Arthur, the head of this hostel. Alight from thy horse,
and linger with us, I pray thee, and afterwards we will come to know
what thy will is.' 6 Nay,' quoth that fellow, * As He that sitteth on
high shall help me, it is not mine errand to dwell any while in this
place, but I am come because the fame of thy knights is so highly
praised, and thy burgesses and thy town are held to be the best in
the world, and the strongest riders on horses in steel armour, and
the bravest and the worthiest of all mankind, and
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68 SIR GAWAIN AND proof in playing in all joustings ; and
here, too, courtesy is well known, as I have heard say ; and it is for
these reasons that I am come hither at this time. Thou mayest rest
assured by this holly token I hold in my hand that I am come in
peaceful wise, and seek no quarrel ; for had I come in company, in
fighting wise, I have both a helm and a hauberk at home, and a
shield, and a sharp and brightly shining spear, and other weapons I
wield there as I ween ; but because I wage no warfare, my weeds
are of softer sort. But if thou art so bold as all men say, thou wilt
grant me in goodly wise the games I ask by right.' Then Arthur he
did swear, And said, ' Sir courteous knight, If thou cravest battle
bare Thou shalt not fail to fight.'
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 69 XIII AY, I tell thee in good faith, I
seek not to fight, for the men on this bench are but beardless
children, and if I were hasped in arms on a high steed there is no
man here to match with me. I only crave of this court a Christmas
game, as this is the feast of Yule and New Year, and many here are
brave. And if any in this house holds himself so hardy and is so
boldblooded and so utterly mad that he dare strike one stroke for
another in return, I will give to him this costly axe, that is heavy
enough, and he shall handle it if he likes, and I will bide the first
blow as bare as I sit here. If any fellow here be so brave as to do
what I say, let him come forward quickly and take hold of the
weapon, and
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70 SIR GAWAIN AND I will quit claim upon it for ever. It
shall be his very own. And I will stand strongly on this floor to abide
his stroke if thou wilt doom him to receive another stroke in return
from me ; yet will I grant him delay. I'll give to him the blow, In a
twelvemonth and a day. Now think and let me know Dare any herein
aught say.' XIV OW, if this man astonished them at the first, even
still more were they astonished at this word, both high and low. The
man rode firm in the saddle, and rolled his red eyes about, and bent
his rough,
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 71 green shining eyebrows, and
stroked his beard, waiting for some one to rise. And when no one
would answer him, he coughed loudly and scornfully, and said, *
What ! is this Arthur's house that all men are talking of ? Where are
now your pride and your valour, your wrath and fury and great
words ? for now is the revel and renown of the Round Table
overcome by one word, for all of you are terrified though no blow
has been struck.' Then he laughed so loudly that King Arthur was
grieved thereat, and the blood, for shame, shot upwards into his
bright face so dear. He waxed as wroth as wind, So did all that were
there, The king was bravely kind, And stood that strong man near.
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72 SIR GAWAIN AND xv ND he said, * By heaven, fellow,
thy asking is strange, and since thou dost seek after foolishness, it
behoves thee to find it. I know of no single man among us that is
aghast at thy great words. Give me thy axe, for God's sake, and I
will grant thee the boon thou cravest.' Arthur leapt forward towards
him and caught him by the hand. Then fiercely alighted that other
fellow from his horse. Arthur seized the axe, gripping it by the
handle, and strongly brandished it about. The strong man stood
towering before him, higher than any in the house, by his head and
more. Stern of mien, he stood there and stroked his beard, and with
face unmoved he drew down his coat, no more dismayed for the
dints he was to receive
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 73 than if any man upon the bench
had brought him to drink of wine. Gawain sat by the queen, To the
king he did incline, *I tell thee truth I ween, This me!6e must be
mine.' XVI F thou wilt allow me to come down from this bench and
without fault leave this table and stand by thee there, and if my
liege lady likes it not ill, I will come to thine aid before all this noble
court ; for methinks it not seemly that when such a thing as this is
asked in this great hall, that thou shouldest
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74 SIR GAWAIN AND deal with it thyself, though thou be
eager to do so, when there are so many brave men about thee, on
the benches, that, as I hope, under heaven, are not more precious
than thou art, nor are they more able-bodied on the field, when
there is any fighting. I am the weakest and most feeble of wit ; and
who seeketh truth knows that the loss of my life would be a small
matter. I have no praise except that thou art mine uncle, and no
goodness in my body have I except thy blood that flows in my veins.
Since this affair is none of thine and I have first made demand for it,
it falls to me ; and if I acquit not myself comely, let all this noble
court me blame.' The knights whispered that day, And all agreed the
same — The king must yield the fray, And give Gawain the game.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 75 XVII HEN the king commanded the
knight to rise up, which he readily did, and set himself fairly and
knelt down again before the king and received from him the
weapon, and the king lifted up his hand and gave him God's
blessing, and prayed that both his heart and hand might be hardy
and strong. ' Take care, cousin, that thou set one blow upon him,
and if thou doest it well, then shalt thou bide the blow that he shall
give thee afterwards.' Gawain went forward to the man with the axe
in his hand, and the Green Knight boldly bided his coming and
flinched
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76 SIR GAWAIN AND not at all. Then said the Green Knight
to Sir Gawain, ' Let us make well our covenant ere we go further.
First, I want to know thy name — tell me truly.' * In good faith,' said
the knight, c my name is Gawain, and it is Gawain that offers to give
thee this blow, whatsoever befall him afterwards ; and in a
twelvemonth and a day thou shalt take back the blow with any
weapon thou likest, if I shall be alive.' That other answered again, 6
Gawain, so may I thrive, For I am fiercely fain Of the blow that thou
wilt drive.'
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 77 XVIII HEN said the Green Knight,
'Well it pleases me that I shall take at thy hand that which I sought
in this hall. And thou hast truly rehearsed all the covenant I asked of
the king ; save that thou shalt pledge me to seek me thyself
wheresoever thou dost hope to find me on the earth, and to fetch
thee such wages as thou wilt deal me to-day in the presence of this
noble company.' c Oh tell me,' quoth Gawain, c where must I seek
thee ? Where is thy place ? By Him that made me, I wot not where
thou dwellest, nor do I know thee, Sir Knight, nor thy court, nor thy
name. But tell me that truly, and what is thy name, and I will use all
my wit that I may win thither, and that I swear by my sooth.5 ' It
will suffice in the new year,' quoth the Green Knight to Gawain the
gentle, ' if I tell thee truly
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78 SIR GAWAIN AND when I have received the blow at thy
hand. Then it is that I will quickly tell thee of my house, my home,
and my name. Then mayest thou ask my faring, and hold the
covenant, and if I say nothing at all, then will it speed thee better,
for thou mayest linger in thy land and seek to fare no farther in
search of such a sight. Take now the weapon grim, Let us see how
thou canst smite.' ' Gladly,' said he to him ; Then stroked the axe
that knight. XIX his neck for HE Green Knight then prepared himself,
bowed down a little, and discovered his face, and his long and lovely
locks fell flowing about his head and he bared the business in hand.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 79 Gawain gripped the axe and held it
up aloft. He put his left foot forward, then he let the axe fall lightly
down on the naked neck so that it sundered the bones, pierced
through the flesh, so that the point of the steel bit into the ground,
and the head of the Green Knight fell to the earth. And many kicked
it with their feet as it rolled there, and blood rushed forth from the
body and shone red on the green garments. Yet not a whit did the
Green Knight falter nor fall, but started strongly forward on stiff
shanks where the men were standing, and caught hold of his head
and lifted it up. Then he went to his horse, seized the bridle,
stepped into the saddle, and striding aloft, he held his head by the
hair, and as gravely he sat in the saddle as though no evil had
befallen him and he were not headless in that stead. He swayed his
trunk about, The ugly body that bled ; Many of him had doubt By
the time his reasons were said.
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80 SIR GAWAIN AND xx E held up the head in his hands,
and addressed him to the dearest of those on the bench, to wit, Sir
Gawain ; and the eyelids were lifted up and looked forth, and the
lips moved and said, ' Take heed, Sir Gawain, that thou art ready to
go and seek me till thou find me as thou hast promised in this hall
with these knights as witnesses. To the green chapel thou shalt
come to receive such a blow as thou hast given, on New Year's
morning. And many know me as the Knight of the Green Chapel. Fail
not, then, to seek me until thou findest me ; therefore come thou, or
recreant shalt thou be called.' Then roughly he turned his reins,
haled out of the hall door, with his head in his hand, and the horse's
hoofs struck fire from the flinty
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 81 stones. No one there knew of what
kith or kin he was, or whence he came. Straightway Of the Green
Knight they made light, Yet it was thought that day, A marvel, a
wondrous sight, Though, laughing, they were gay. XXI OW, though
Arthur the Gentle at this had great wonder, he let no semblance
thereof be seen, but spake with gentle speed to the comely Queen
Guinevere: * Dear lady, let not this day's doings dismay thee at all.
Such craft well becomes the Feast of Christmas ; gamings 6
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82 SIR GAWAIN and interludes and laughing and singing
and carollings of knights and ladies. And now can I dress myself for
meat, for a wondrous adventure have I seen.' He glanced at Sir
Gawain and said, 4 Now, sir, hang up thine axe ; hewing enough has
it done for to-day.' Then they hung it up over the dai's at the back of
the high seat, that all men might look upon the marvel of it and truly
tell the wonder of it. Then went these two, the king and the good
knight, to the table, and brave men served them, double of all
dainties, with all manner of meat and minstrelsy. In good weal they
passed the day, but it came to an end, and night was near. 'Now, Sir
Gawain, be sure, Turn not away for fear From this grim adventure
That thou hast promised here.'
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OW, this was the first adventure Arthur had in the year that
was young ; he yearned for some great show, though no words
were spoken as they went to their seats. And, moreover, they had in
hand quite enough to do. Sir Gawain was full glad to begin the
games in the hall : it is no wonder, though heavy be the ending, and
though men be merry-minded when drinking good wine, yet the
year runneth rapidly and returneth it never. Full seldom 83
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84 SIR GAWAIN AND agreeth the end thereof with the
beginning. The Yuletide, too quickly it passed and the year that
followed it. The seasons succeeded each after the other. After
Christmas came the crabbed Lenten season, when the folk eat fish
and simple food. Then the weather of the world doth fight with
winter. The cold doth vanish and the clouds uplift, and the rain falls
upon fair fields in warm showers, and the flowers appear on the
ground, and in the woodlands their garments are green. Birds are
busy in building their nests, and boldly they sing because of the
summer's soft solace that follows thereafter on bank, And blossoms
swell to blow In rows rich and rank, And bird-notes sweet enow Are
heard in woodlands dank.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 85 ii FTER the summer season of soft
winds, when zephyrs are sighing over seeds and herbs, and the
damp dews are dropping from the green leaves, then are they glad
thereat, the living things that grow there waiting for the blissful
blushing of the bright sun. Then hastens the harvest and hardens
them right soon, and warns them before the coming of winter to
wax full ripe. And the dust by the drought is driven about from the
face of the fields, and it bloweth full high. And the fierce winds of
the welkins wrestle with the sun. And the leaves of the trees fall to
the ground, and grey is the grass that was green
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86 SIR GAWAIN AND erewhile. Then all ripens and rots that
grew up before. Thus quickly passeth the year in many yesterdays,
and winter returneth will ye nill ye. Surely Till moon of Michaelmas
Was won with winter's surety. Then thinks Gawain, alas ! Of his
sorrowful journey. in ET did he linger with Arthur until All Hallows
Day. And on that festival Arthur made a feast for the sake of Sir
Gawain, with much rich revelling of the Round Table. And full comely
knights and comely ladies were in great
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 87 love-longing for Sir Gawain, though
they made great mirth withal. And many were jesting who yet were
joyless, for that gentle knight. For after meat he sadly turned
towards his uncle, and spake of his passing, and straightway he said,
6 Now, my Life's Liege Lord, I ask thy leave. Thou knowest the cost
of this matter, and careless am I of it, and to tell thee of it matters
but a little. To-morrow I am setting out to receive back the blow,
and to seek the Green Knight as God shall direct me.' Then the best
of all the burgesses banded together ; Aywan and Errik and many
others : Sir Doddinaual de Sauage, the Duke of Clarence, Launcelot,
and Lyonel and Lucan the Good ; Sir Bors and Sir Bedivere, great
men both of them, and many other mighty lords, with Madoc de la
Port. All this company of the court came near the king to counsel the
knight; and their hearts were full of care, and great was the grief
that grew in the hall that so worthy a man as Gawain should go on
that journey a dreadful
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88 SIR GAWAIN AND blow to endure and deal not one in
return. ' For why ? ' The knight made aye good cheer, * Why should
I not defy Destinies strong and dear ; What can man do but try ? '
IV E remained there that day, and dressed in the morning, and
asked early for his arms, and they were all brought unto him. And
first a carpet of tuly was spread on the floor, and much gold
gleamed upon it. The strong man stepped forth and handled the
steel, and donned a doublet of very costly Tarsian silk, and then a
fair cap closed in above, and with
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 89 fair fur was it bound inside. Then
set they steel shoes upon the man's feet, and his legs they lapped in
steel with lovely greaves and knee-pieces fastened thereunto and
polished full brightly and fixed about his knees with knots of gold.
Fair cuisses also cunningly covered his thighs, that were thick and
brawny, and were tied with thongs. And then the woven bryny of
bright steel rings enfolded the warrior over the fair stuff, and well
burnished braces were upon both his arms, and good and gay
elbowpieces and plated gloves, and all the goodly gear that befitted
such a knight, for that tide, With rich coat of armour, Gold spurs he
fixed with pride, Girt with a sword full sure, And silk girths round his
side.
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90 SIR GAWAIN AND S soon as he was fully armed, his
trappings were noble, and the very least latchet or loop gleamed of
gold. Thus accoutred, he heard Mass sung at the High Altar. Then he
came to the king and to his court comrades, and lovingly took leave
of lords and ladies, and they kissed him and commended him to
Christ. By that time his horse, Gringolet, was geared and girt with a
saddle, that gleamed full gaily with many golden fringes everywhere
newly nailed and enriched for the business he had in hand. The
horse's bridle was striped across and across, and bound with bright
gold. The trappings of the horse's neck and
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 91 of the proud skirts, the crupper
and the covering, accorded with the saddle, and were all bordered in
rich red gold nails. Then he took hold of the helmet and hastily
kissed it, and it was strongly stapled and stuffed within. It was high
on his head, and hasped behind with a light kerchief of pleasaunce
over the visor, and embroidered and bound with the best of gems on
broad silken borders and with birds on the borders, such as painted
parrots at their feeding, and with turtles and true-love knots
intertwisted thickly, and it was as if many a maiden had been making
it seven winters In the town. The circle was most of price That
surrounded the crown; Of diamonds a device, And both were bright
and brown.
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92 SIR GAWAIN AND VI HEN they showed him the shield of
shining gules and the pentangle painted with pure golden hues. He
brandished it by the belt, and about his neck he cast it, that he was
seemly and fair to look upon. And I am intent to tell you, though I
may weary you somewhat, why that pentangle belonged to that
noble prince. It is a symbol that Solomon set up some while for
betokening of truth, as its name doth show. For it is a figure that
hath five points, and each line overlaps, and is locked in the other,
and everywhere it is endless, and the English call it, as I hear, the
endless knot. Therefore was it befit �
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 93 ting this knight and his clean
armour. For Sir Gawain was known as a knight both good and true
and faithful in five and many times five, and pure as gold, and void
of all villany was he, and adorned with virtues in the mote, For the
pentangle new He bears in shield and coat, And is a knight most
true And gentle man, I wot. VII ND first he was found faultless in his
five wits. Then he failed not in his five fingers. And all his trust on
earth was in the five wounds suffered by Christ on the cross, as the
creeds do tell us, so that when
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94 SIR GAWAIN AND the knight was placed in the melee,
his thought was ever upon them above all other things. And so it
was that all his strength he found in the five joys that the fair Queen
of Heaven had in her child. And for this cause it was that the knight
had made to be painted her image in comely fashion on the greater
half of his shield, so that when he looked upon it his valour never
failed him. Now the fifth five that this knight excelled in were
frankness and fellowship above all others, his cleanness and
courtesy never were crooked, and compassion, that surpasseth all
else. These five pure virtues were fixed in this knight more firmly
than in any other. And all five times were so joined in him that each
one held to the other without any ending and fixed at five points,
nor did they ever fail ; for they were joined at no point nor sundered
were they at all, nor could one find any end thereof at any corner
when the games began or were gliding towards an ending.
Therefore the knot was shaped on his strong shield, all
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 95 with red gold upon red gules,
called the pure pentangle among the people of love. Now geared is
Gawain gay, He brandished the lance he bore, And bade them all
good day, And went forth evermore. VIII E spurred his steed so
strongly, and sprang forward on his way, that the stones struck fire
as he rode. And all that saw that gallant knight sighed in their
hearts. And each man, caring much for the comely one, said the
same words to his neighbour, ' By Christ, it is scathe that he should
be slain who is so noble
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96 SIR GAWAIN of life. In faith it is not easy to find his
fellow upon earth. Now, verily, to have wrought would have been
wiser, or to have made yonder dear man a duke; a shining leader of
men in the land he should be. This would have been better than that
he should be broken to nought, and haled by an elvish man in
arrogant pride. Who^ ever knew any king such counsel to take as
knights who are cavilling at the Christmas games ? ' Many were the
warm tears that welled from their eyes when that seemly sire went
forth from those dwellings that day. So he made no abode, But
quickly went his way ; Many a desert path he rode, As I in book
heard say.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 99 IX OW passed Sir Gawain on God's
behalf through the realms of Logres, though no game he thought it ;
and often alone he lingered at nighttime when he sought in vain for
the way that he longed for. No companion had he save his horse,
nor no one but God to whom he might call by the way. And now he
was nearing the north parts of Wales, with the Isle of Anglesea on
the left. He fared over the fords along by the forelands. At the Holy
head Hill he had the heights behind him in the wilderness of Wirral.
Few dwelt there that loved either God or man with a good heart.
And ever as he fared he would ask any that he met if they had ever
heard speak of the Green Knight in any part thereabouts, or of the
Green Chapel. All denied with a nay that ever in their
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100 SIR GAWAIN AND lives they had known such a knight
of such a hue of green. The way of the knight was strange; By many
a hillside, I ween, His face gan oft to change, Or ever the chapel
was seen. E climbed many a cliff in strange countries, far removed
from his friends in foreign parts he fared, and at each waterway that
he passed over he found a foe before him, and a wonder, I trow, so
terrible in appearance that to fight him he was forced ; and many a
marvel among the mountains he found, that it would be too tedious
to tell the tenth part of what he found. He fought with dragons and
wolves, and sometimes
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 101 with madmen that dwelt among
the rocks, and at other times with bulls and bears and boars, and
with monsters that attacked him from the high mountain ; and had
he not been stiff and strong and serving the Lord, doubtless he had
been done to death ere this. Fighting troubled him not so much, but
the wintry weather was worse ; when the clouds shed down upon
him cold clear water, freezing ere it reached the fallow earth. Almost
slain by the cold sleet, he slept in his harness, more nights than
enough amidst the naked rocks where the cold burn ran by
clattering from the crest, and hanging high above his head in hard
icicles. Thus in perils and many a painful plight this knight wended
his way until Christmas Eve arrived. The knight that tide, To Mary he
cried, To show him where to ride Till some shelter he spied.
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102 SIR GAWAIN AND XI N the morning he rode merrily by
a mountain, through a full deep and wondrous wild forest ; high hills
were on each side, and woods of huge and hoary oaks, a hundred of
them together, beneath him. The hazel and the hawthorn were
trailing together with rough, ragged moss spread on all sides.
Sorrow ful birds sang on the bare twigs and piped piteously through
pain of the cold. Upon Gringolet the man glided underneath them,
all alone, through mud and mire, careful of his labour, lest he should
be too late to see the service of his Lord, who on that night was
born of a maiden our strife to be ending. Therefore, sighing, he said,
' I beseech thee, O Lord, and Mary, our dearest and mildest mother,
that ye would grant me some place of rest
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 103 where I might hear the Mass and
matins of this moon. Full meekly I ask it, and thereto I will say full
soon my pater and ave and creed.' He rode as he prayed, And cried
for misdeed, And sign of Cross made, And said, * Christ's Cross me
speed.5 XII CARCELYhadhethrice signed himself with the sign of the
Cross, when he was ware of a castle in the wood, on an upland or
hill embosomed in the foliage of many a burly monarch of the forest.
It was the comeliest castle that ever a knight possessed, in the
centre of a
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104 SIR GAWAIN AND meadow, with a park all about it. A
palace beautiful, and for more than two miles encircled by trees. The
knight caught sight of this palace of refuge on one side, shimmering
and shining through the sheeny oaks. He gently doffed his helmet,
and gave high thanks to Jesus and St. Gilyan, who had both of them
gently and courteously guided his footsteps and hearkened to his
crying. ' Now,' quoth the knight, ' grant me good hostel.' When
putting his gilt heels to Gringolet, fully by chance he chose the right
path, and full soon it brought him to the end of the drawbridge at
last. The bridge was soon upraised, The gates were shut so fast, The
walls were well appraised, They feared not the wind's blast.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 105 XIII HE knight, on horseback,
stood still on the side of the deep double ditch that led to the place.
The wall of the castle was wondrously deep in the water, and rose
up aloft a full great height and was built of hard hewn stone right up
to the corbels, which were supported under the battlements in the
very best fashion, and with watchtowers full gaily geared between,
and with many a clear and lovely loophole ; and that knight had
never seen a better barbican. He beheld the great and high hall of
the castle, and its towers builded between very thick trochets ; l fair
and wondrously big round towers were they, writh carved capitals
craftily fashioned ; and he saw the chalk-white chimneys, not a few,
above castellated roofs that shone all white. And so 1 Trochet.— An
significance. architectural term of doubtful
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106 SIR GAWAIN AND many painted pinnacles were there
everywhere, among the castle battlements clustered so thickly, that
it seemed as if they had been cut out of paper. The noble man
thought it full fair as he rode forward, if by any chance he might
come within the castle cloister and harbour in that hostel during that
holy day. Then came when he did call, A porter full gay, And took
stand on the wall, And hailed the knight alway. XIV OOD sir,' quoth
Gawain, ' wilt thou go mine errand to the high lord of this place to
crave of him for me a place of refuge ? ' ' By St. Peter,' quoth the
porter, 4 yea, surely I trow
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 107 thou shall be welcome to stay as
long as thou likest.' Soon after the porter came again, and with him
were noble folk who had come to welcome the knight. They let
down the great drawbridge, and joyfully went forth, and knelt down
upon the cold earth to do honour to the same knight as it seemed
worthy to them. And they swung the broad gate widely on its
hinges, and he saluted them royally, and rode in over the bridge.
And many a fellow held for him his saddle while he alighted, and full
many strong men stabled his steed. Knights and squires then came
down that they might bring him with joy into the hall. And when he
doffed his helmet others enow hastened to receive it at his hand,
and took from him his sword and his shield. Then saluted he full
kindly each one of these noblemen, and many a proud man pressed
forward to pay honour to that prince. And they led him, all clad as
he was in his high weeds, into the hall, where a fair fire burned
fiercely upon the hearth. Then the lord of that people came
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108 SIR GAWAIN AND down from his chamber that he
might receive honourably the knight in the hall, and he said, ' Thou
art welcome to do as it liketh thee. All that thou findest here is thine
own to do with it as thou wiliest and to possess.' ' Great thanks,'
quoth Gawain. 6 May Christ always thee bless.' As fellows that were
fain, Each the other gave press. xv AWAIN glanced at the man who
thus gave him good greeting, and thought him a mighty man that
was master of the castle, a huge fellow for the nonce and of great
age. Broad and bright was his beard, and of beaver hue, and strong
and stiff was he in his stride and stalwart in
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 109 shanks, and his face was fierce as
fire, and of speech was he free, and well he seemed, forsooth, to
our knight to hold landlordship of a free, good people. The lord of
the castle led him to a chamber, and speedily commanded that a
page should wait upon him loyally. And at his bidding servants enow
were at hand, who straightway brought him to a bright room, where
the bedding was noble, with curtains of clean silk, with bright gold
hems and full curious and comely canopies and embroidered above
with bright linen lawns, and the curtains ran on ropes with red gold
rings. Tapestries of Tuly and Tars were hanging on the walls, and on
the floors carpets of the same patterns. And then with merry
speeches they took off his bryny and his gay clothing. And they
brought him rich robes full readily, that he might choose the very
best. And soon as he took them and was dressed therein, well did
they become him. And in his flowing robes the knight seemed verily
to each man there to be gay with beautiful colours. And
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110 SIR GAWAIN AND his limbs under them were so lovely
and shining that it seemed to them a comelier knight Christ never
made for sight. 6 Whence was he on earth ? ' It seemed as though
he might Be prince of peerless worth, In field where fierce men fight
! XVI CHAIR richly embroidered, together with quaint cushions and
hassocks, was placed for Sir Gawain before the chimney where a fire
of charcoal was burning. And then a well-made mantle was cast
upon his shoulders, and it was of brown linen and embroidered full
richly and fair furred within with the finest of skins and with ermine
lining, and the hood also. And thus richly
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 111 arrayed, he sat in that chair, and
as he warmed himself, speedily his good cheer quite returned to
him. And then they set up a table on fair trestles, and they covered
it with a snow-white cloth and set thereon sanat and salt-cellars and
silver spoons. Then the knight gladly washed himself and went to his
meat. And serving-men served him in seemly fashion, with several
sorts of stews and sweets, with seasonings of the best, double fold,
as was fitting, and many kinds of fish, some baked with bread, and
some roasted on coals, some sodden, some stewed, and savoured
with spices and, withal, with clever speeches that the knight liked
well. A full noble feasting the man called it when those Athelings
cheered him as friends. 4 This penance now you take, And you shall
make amends.' That knight much mirth 'gan make For wine that to
head wends.
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112 SIR GAWAIN AND XVII HEN did they, in spare fashion
and privately, put questions to that princely man, and he answered
them courteously that he was a knight of the court of King Arthur,
that rich and royal King of the Round Table, and that to him alone he
owed fealty, and that it was Sir Gawain himself sitting there, and
that he was come to keep that Christmas with them as it had
happened. When the lord of the castle heard that he had him in his
power at last, loud laughed he thereat, so lief was it to him, and all
the men in that mote made much joy to be in his presence at that
very time, since prowess and purest manners were ever to be found
in his person, more than in all other men upon earth, and most
honourable was he. Each man softly said to his fellow, c Now shall
we, as is fitting, see modes and manners and
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 113 noble talking without a blemish,
and what is fair in speech unsought we shall learn, since we have
here this fine father of nurture. God has given us His goodly grace
forsooth, in that He granteth us to have so goodly a guest as Sir
Gawain, when merry men of his breeding shall sing. Good manners
now, I trow, This knight shall be bringing ; Who heareth him enow
Shall learn of love talking.' XVIII HEN dinner was done, this noble
man arose, and as night time was nearing, the chaplains were
making their way to the chapel. Bells rang richly, as was right, to the
proper evensong of that high feast. The lord and his lady also 8
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114 SIR GAWAIN AND came down to the chapel, and the
lady entered quaintly into a comely closet.1 Gawain glided in gaily
full soon. The lord of the castle caught hold of the hem of his robe,
and led him to a seat, and called him by name, and said he was of
all men in the world the most welcome, and gave him great thanks,
and they embraced each other, and all the time of the service they
sat side by side. Then did the lady list to look on the knight. Then
came she from her closet with many fair maidens. Now her skin, and
eke her flesh and her countenance, were the fairest of all, as she
was also in form and colour and in all other virtues, and she was
fairer even than Guinevere, as it seemed to Sir Gawain. And as he
looked down the chancel upon that sweet lady he saw that another
lady led her by the left hand, older than she was, an ancient as it
seemed and high in honour, 1 Comely closet. — A sort of private box
or balcony commanding the high altar, such as one may see in the
Royal Gallery in the Chapel of the Palace at Versailles.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 115 and nobles were about her. Very
unlike to look upon were those two ladies, for if the young one was
fair, yellow was that other one ; rose red was the young one, rose
red all over, whilst the other had rough and rolling wrinkled cheeks.
The young one had kerchiefs with many fair pearls displayed upon
her breast and her bright throat, shining sheenier than snow that
falls on the hilltops ; the other had a wrap on her neck folded over
her black chin in milkwhite veils ; her forehead was folded in silks,
lumped up and adorned with trifling jewels. Nothing was bare of that
lady but her black eyebrows, her two eyes, her nose, and naked lips.
And a sour sight were they to see, and strangely bleared. Men might
say that in her a worshipful ancient lady was found. Her body was
short and thick, Her buttocks broad and round ; A comelier one to
pick Was the lady she led on ground.
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116 SIR GAWAIN AND XIX OW when Gawain glanced
towards that gay lady, who looked so graciously, he took leave of the
lord and went towards the ladies. He hailed the ancient one, and
inclined himself full humbly. The lovelier of the two he took a little in
his arms and kissed her in comely fashion, and addressed her
courteously. They returned his greeting, and right soon he asked
that he might be her servant. They took him between them, and
talking together they led him to his chamber and towards the
chimney corner, and they straightway asked for spices, which the
pages brought full speedily, and winsome wine they brought with the
spices. And the lord of the castle leapt aloft full often, for he
intended that they should make mirth. He took off his hood right
speedily, and hung it on a spear, and bade them win the wor �
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 117 ship thereof and so make the
most mirth that Christmas tide. ' And I shall try, by my faith, to
contend with the best ere I come short of it by help of my friends.'
Thus doth that lord make sport with laughing words, that he might
gladden Sir Gawain with games in the hall that night, Till that it was
tide, That the king commanded light, Sir Gawain no more doth bide,
But for bed him doth dight. xx sake. N the morrow morn, when all
men call to mind how the Lord was born to die for our destiny, joy
waxed every where in the world for Christ's dear So was it in that
castle. And
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118 SIR GAWAIN AND doughty men on the dai's served
many a dainty mess at meal times. And the ancient lady sat in the
highest seat on the dais. And the lovely lord sat by her side, as I
trow. Gawain and the gay lady sat together in the midst whilst the
messes were served, and throughout all the hall the folk were
served, each according to his rank. There was meat and mirth, and
so much joy that to tell thereof were much trouble to me, yet
peradventure I may take the trouble. For I know that Gawain and
the gay lady had great comfort of each other's company for the dear
dalliance of their whispered words, and with clean and courteous
talk, free from filth. And their playing surpassed of all princes the
game. And trumpets do blare, And much sounding declaim; Each of
his own took care, And they two did the same.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 119 XXI ND there were many blows
struck for two days, and the third day came quickly enow. And
gentle was the joymaking of St. John's Day, which was 4o be the last
day of the games, the folk were thinking. On the grey morning a
tournament was to be held. And, wondering, they awoke and drank
wine, and carolling they danced full doughtily. And at length, when it
was late in the day, they took their leave, each strong man to wend
on his way. Gawain bade them good day, and the good man of the
house took him and led him to his own chamber beside the
chimneypiece, and drawing him aside, thanked him dearly for the
goodly worship he had given unto him in honouring his house as his
guest and giving good cheer during the high feast. c I trow,' said he,
' while I live, well worth will
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120 SIR GAWAIN AND it be that Gawain was my guest at
God's own feasting.' ' Grammercy.' said Sir Gawain, ' in good faith
thine is the honour, not mine, and may the good God grant it unto
thee. I am at thy service to do thy behest as it behoves me in high
and low things by right.' The Lord was then full fain Longer to hold
that knight : To him answered Gawain, In no way that he might.
XXII HEN sought the lord of the castle to know full surely what
doughty deed he had in hand at that dear season of the year, that
he came forth so keenly to journey all alone from the court of
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 121 the great King Arthur before the
holly of Christmas was taken down in the city. ' Forsooth,' said the
man, ' thou sayest well. A high and hasty errand it was that had me
forth from the court. I am summoned forth to seek out a certain
place, and I know not whither to wend to find it. And for all the land
of Logres, so help me our Lord, I would not fail to find it by New
Year's morning. Therefore I make this request of thee here that thou
wilt truly tell me if ever thou hast heard tell where standeth the
Green Chapel and the Green Knight that doth keep it. By statute
there was made a covenant between us that if I might be still in the
land of the living, I should meet him on that day at the Green
Chapel. And it now wanteth but a little of that New Year, and I would
more fain and gladlier look upon that man if God will than possess
any good in all the world. By your leave, therefore, it behoves me to
wend thither, as I have now for the business but barely three days.
As fain would I fall dead
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122 SIR GAWAIN AND as fail of my errand.' Then the lord
laughing said, ' It behoves thee rather to linger here. For by the end
of the time, I will show thee the way. Grieve thyself no more about
the Green Chapel. For at least four days thou shalt be at ease in thy
bedchamber. Then on the first of the New Year thou shalt ride forth
towards that chapel in the morning and do as thou wilt. meanwhile,
Rest here till New Year's day, Then rise up without guile, Men shall
set thee in the way — It is not hence two mile.'
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 123 XXIII HEN was Gawain right glad,
and in gamesome mood he laughed and said, 6 Now for this above
all else I thank thee right heartily. Achieved will be my chance. I will
dwell here meanwhile as thou wilt, and do as thou dost deem well.'
Then the lord took him and set him at his side, and caused the
ladies to be brought, so that they might be better pleased, though
they had seemly solace in each other. And for love the lord spake
many merry words, as though he scarce knew what he would say.
Then he cried aloud and spake to the knight, * Thou hast promised
to do what I shall tell thee. Wilt thou do this behest
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124 SIR GAWAIN AND that I bid thee at this time ? ' ' Yea
sir, forsooth will I,' said the true man. c While I bide in thy castle I
am bound by thy behests.' * Thou hast come,' quoth the lord, ' from
a far country, and hast passed much waiting time with me, and hast
gone short of sustenance and of sleep. I know it, forsooth. Thou
shalt linger in thy sleeping-chamber at thine ease to-morrow morn,
during the time of the Mass ; then shalt thou wend to thy meat with
my wife, and shalt sit at her side and comfort thee with her
company till I return to the courtyard of the castle at the end. For I
shall early rise And a-hunting I shall wend.' Gawain takes his advice,
Bowing courtly to his friend.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 125 XXIV UT further,' quoth that lord, '
we will make a covenant that what I win in the woodlands thine it
shall be, and whatsoever fortune thou shalt achieve here shall be
given by thee to me in exchange for my gift to thee. Swear soothly
that we will make this exchange between us, whether hap be loss or
gain to us.' ' By God,' quoth Sir Gawain, ' I grant thee thy word, and
lief it is to me that thou dost list to make sport.' * Let some one
bring us wine,' said the lord of the castle, ' for now this bargain is
made between us ' ; and they both of them laughed and drank
deep, and the lords and the ladies held dalliance together until night
came. Then with many strange doings and fair words not a few, they
stood still and spake softly, and kissed in
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126 SIR GAWAIN comely fashion, and took their leave. And
each was brought to his bed attended by many a page and by
flaming torches full soft. To bed, ere they go out, They recorded
covenant oft. The old lord of that rout Could well hold sport aloft.
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ULL early before daybreak the folk that would go a-hunting
rose up and called their g rooms, and stirred them up to saddle the
horses, gear up the trappings, and pack the bags, and dress them in
noble array for riding. Then they leaped up lightly and seized the
bridles, and each went the way he liked best. And the beloved lord
of that land was not the last to appear. He was arrayed for riding
with many a rider. And 127
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128 SIR GAWAIN AND having heard the Mass he ate a sop
hastily, and full readily he went forth to the bent field with bugle,
before any daylight shone on the world. The lord and his nobles
were upon high-stepping steeds. Then the cunning huntsmen
coupled the hounds, opened the kenneldoors, and called them out,
and blew three bold, clear notes on the bugles. At this there was a
baying and a very great barking, and the huntsmen tuined and
whipped up the dogs. A hundred hunters of the best, as I have
heard the word. To the trystings the trackers go, The hounds the
hunters stirred ; Because of the blasts they blow Great noise in the
forest is heard.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 129 ii T the first cry of the quest the
quarry trembled with fear. The deer were driven in the dale, doting
for dread. Then they hastened to the high lands, but hotly they were
stopped at the trystings, where was great shouting. Harts with their
high heads were let pass, and the bold bucks with their broad
antlers. For the noble lord had forbidden that in the close season any
man should molest the male deer. The hinds, however, were held
back with a Hi ! and a cry, and the does with great din were harried
to the deep valleys, and as they stumbled there was glancing of
arrows, so that each that turned under the trees an arrow pierced
him like the wind, and they boldly bit into the deer with full 9
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130 SIR GAWAIN broad heads. So with braying and
bleeding by the hillsides they died ; and ever the hounds readily
followed with a rush as the hunters on high horses hustled them
forward with crashing cries, as though the very rocks had burst
asunder. The deer that escaped the shooting of the shooters were all
of them run down and pierced by the men on foot. They were
harried at the high places and harassed at the waterways, for the
huntsmen were such old hands at the low trysting-places and the
greyhounds so strong that got at them that they seized them as
quickly as a man might glance aside. The glad lord shouts ' abloy ! ' l
Full oft 'gan fall and ride, And hunts that day with joy Until the dark
night tide. 1 Abloy is a shout used in hunting, and is equivalent to '
On ! on ! '
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 133 in HUS did the lord make sport by
the borders of the lind wood whilst Gawain the good lay in bed at his
ease until daylight fell athwart the walls. As he dozed there under
full white canopies curtained about, he suddenly heard a slight noise
at the door. He lifted up his head from under the clothes, and caught
up a little the cover of the curtain, and looked warily thitherwards if
he might find out what it was. And he saw the lady, the loveliest to
behold, and she drew the door after her darkly and softly, and came
towards the bed. Sir Gawain was covered with shame, and quickly
laid himself down and made as though he were sleeping. And
stepping softly, she stole to his bedside, cast up the curtain and
stepped within
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134 SIR GAWAIN AND it, and sat down on the side of the
bed, and lingered there, wondrous long, watching for him to waken.
The man lay hiding there a full long time, troubled in his conscience
as to the meaning of this, for a marvel it seemed. Yet he said to
himself, 'More fitting it would be to speak to her and find out what
she would.' Then he started up and turned towards her, and slowly
opened his eyelids and looked wonderingly upon her, and crossed
himself for greater safety that he might speak full true. With chin
and cheek full sweet, Both white and red of hue, Lovingly 'gan she
greet, Her small lips laughing too.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 135 IV OOD morrow, Sir Gawain,' said
the lady fair, ' full carelessly thou sleepest that one can thus creep
into thy chamberNow art thou taken unawares, and I shall bind thee
in thy bed, of that be thou well assured.' Thus laughingly the lady
uttered forth her jestings. ' And,' quoth Sir Gawain, ' Good morrow,
gay lady ; it will be well pleasing to me to be at thy service, and I
yield myself thereto, and desire thy favour as must needs be.' Thus
did he dally with her with full glad laughter. ' But wouldst thou,
lovely lady, be so good as grant me leave to rise and thus to set free
thy captive ? for I would fain rise from this bed and put on my
robes, so should I talk with thee with greater comfort.' 6 Nay, for �
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136 SIR GAWAIN AND sooth, good sir,5 said that sweet
one. 6 Thou shalt not rise from thy bed. I will give thee better
counsel. I will cover thee up in thy bed and hold converse with my
knight, whom I have taken prisoner, for I wis that thou art Sir
Gawain, whom all the world doth worship wheresoever thou dost
ride forth. Thy worth and thy courtesy are praised alike by lords and
ladies and by all living. And now thou art here with me alone. My
lord and his people are gone far away, and the other men are in bed
asleep, and also my maids. The door is fast closed and secured by a
strong bolt. So, since I have in this castle the man whom all love, no
time will I be losing while it doth last, In address. Of me have thy
will, For thou shalt me possess. Thy servant I am still, As is fitting, I
confess.'
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 137 N good faith,' quoth Gawain, ' I
think it would be gain for me were I not he of whom thou speakest,
for to attain such worship as thou dost offer me herewith I wot well
I am unworthy. By God, I should be glad, if it seemed good unto
thee, to do thee service or pleasaunce in word or deed, and a pure
joy it would be unto me.' ' By my faith, Sir Gawain,' quoth the gay
lady, ' if I held lightly the price and the prowess that pleaseth all
others, it would be but a little dainty. There are ladies enow that
would be liefer to hold thee happily in their power as I have thee,
and in dear dalliance to hear thee speak dainty words and thereby
gain comfort and rid them of care, than all the guerdon or gold that
they possess. And as I love the Lord who holdeth
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138 SIR GAWAIN AND up heaven aloft, I have in my hands
that which all desire through grace.5 She made him so great cheer,
That was so fair of face, With speeches pure, that peer Answered in
each case. VI ADAM,' quoth the merry man, 6 may Mary bless thee !
I have found thee, in good faith, noble and frank. Full many others
did me courtesy, and the dainty that they dealt me was foolishness ;
but thy worship is that of one who knoweth nothing but good.' ' By
Mary,' quoth the lady, ' I think otherwise, for were I worth all the
wealth of women on earth, and all the wealth of the world were in
my hand, were I
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 139 to bargain and choose and take
captive a lord, then no fellow on earth before thee would I choose,
because of thy courtesy and beauty and good manners, and thy
blitheness of mien, and because of what I have heard from thee and
hold for the truth.' 'Well I wot,' quoth Gawain, ' thou hast chosen a
better man than I am, yet am I proud of the price thou puttest upon
me, and soberly as thy servant I hold thee as my sovereign, and thy
knight I become, and may Christ requite thee.' Thus did they talk of
many things till the midnoon was past. The lady seemed to be
pleased therewith, and to love him. And Sir Gawain bore himself
bravely. Yet the knight had in mind that though she were the fairest
of ladies, there must be no love-making for him because of the loss
that he was seeking eftsoon. The blow he must abide, And it must
needs be done; The lady turned aside; He grants her leave full soon.
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140 SIR GAWAIN AND VII HEN she gave him good-day with
a laughing glance, and standing there she caused him to wonder at
the strength of her words. ' Now, he that speedeth all speech, yield
us this sport, but I have it in my mind that thou art not Sir Gawain.' '
Wherefore ? ' quoth Sir Gawain, and afresh he asked her questions,
fearing lest he had failed in his bearing and manners. But the lady
blessed him, and gave her reason. 6 Since Gawain is fitly held to be
so gallant and courteous, he could not so long have lingered lightly
with a lady without craving a kiss for courtesy's sake and some little
trifle at the end of his dalliance.' Then said Gawain, * Let
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 141 it be as thou dost wish. I will kiss
if thou dost command, as befits a knight who fears to displease
thee, so let there be an end to thy pleading.' With that she came
near to him and caught him in her arms and bent down gracefully
and kissed the knight, and they commended each other to Christ.
Then she went out at the door without noise. Sir Gawain rose up
readily, and making haste, called to his chamberlain and chose his
dresses ; and as soon as he was dressed went forth gaily to Mass,
and then to meat, which had been courteously kept for him, and
made merry till the moon rose, all day. No man did e'er make jest
With ladies so worthy and gay; Much pleasure they confessed They
had of him that day.
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142 SIR GAWAIN AND VIII ND ever the lord of the land
was busy with his sporting, hunting in holt and heath after the
barren hinds, and by the setting of the sun there had been such a
slaughter of does and of deer as was a wonder to behold. Then at
last quickly flocked the folk together and fiercely made a quarry of
the dead deer. And the noblest set to work with men enough ; and,
as is the custom, they cut up the quarry, and some of them burst
open the breast, cutting the jointures with a sharp knife. Then they
rent the limbs and the hide and took out the bowels, having lustily
lanced it, dividing it deftly, and with their sharp knives sheared off
the shoulders, haling them out by a little hole that the whole sides
might be preserved. Then they broke the breast into two halves, and
right
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 143 quickly cut up the nombles,1 and
it was riven right up to the forks, and they readily lanced all the rib
membranes and freed them from the backbone, all evenly to the
haunch, and heaved up the part that is called the nombles by kind.
By the fork of the thighs, The laps they lance behind; To hew it in
two devise, By the backbone to unbind. IX HEN they hacked off both
head and neck, and severed deftly the sides from the chine, and
flung the fee of the crows into a grove hard by. Then they pierced
both sides through at the ribs, and hung them by the houghs of the
1 Nombles. — Parts of inwards of the deer.
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144 SIR GAWAIN AND haunches. And each man took his
share that fell to him, and they fed the hounds on the skins, and
with the liver and the lights and the leathern paunches, with bread
dipped in blood. Boldly they blew the horns, and the hounds bayed.
Then having packed up the flesh they went homewards, blowing full
strongly many bugle notes, so that by the time daylight had faded,
home came the doughty men, to the comely castle where Sir Gawain
was biding, full still. Brightly the fire doth burn. He greeteth with a
will The lord at his return ; With joy each one did thrill.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 145 HEN the lord of the castle
commanded the household to be marshalled, and the ladies to
descend with their maidens, and the men in the hall to bring the
spoils of the chase and spread them out before them. And Gawain,
who was goodly in games, he called and showed him the tails of full
fierce beasts, and the shining grease shorn from the ribs. 4 How pay
you this sporting ? ' quoth he ; ' have I won the prize ? Have I
deserved hearty thanks because of my craft in hunting ? ' c Yea, I
trow,' cried Sir Gawain ; c here is the fairest venison I have seen for
seven winters.' 6 All this I give to thee, Sir Gawain,' quoth that other
; ; according to our 10
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146 SIR GAWAIN AND covenant it is thine own.' ' That is
soothly said,' quoth Gawain, 6 and that which I have won within this
castle, I trow it is thine with my good will.' Then he clasps the fair
neck of the lord in his arms and kisses him in comely fashion, c Take
thou thus what I have achieved ; there is nothing else, or I would
vouchsafe it to thee though it had been much greater.' ' Good it is,'
said the good man, ' I say thee grammercy therefore. Now tell me
boldly how thou didst win this wealth — was it by thine own wit ? ' '
Nay,' quoth Gawain, ' that was not in our covenant ; try me no
further. I have given thee that which betides thee. Thou shouldst ask
no more, I trow.' They laugh and blithely talk With words soft and
low, Soon to supper they walk, To dainties new enow.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 147 XI FTER supper they sat in the
chimney corner, and oft were borne to them the costliest of wines,
and often in their talking they agreed that on the morrow there
should be the same covenant between them as before — that
whatever new chances betided them they would exchange them
when they met in the evening. And they agreed to the covenant in
the presence of all the household. And they drank together, pledging
troth with many a good jest, and at the last took leave of each other
lovingly. Each knight betook himself to his couch. Before the cackling
cock had crowed three times, the lord leapt from his bed, and all the
people who would go a-hunting. They went to Mass and then to
meat, after which be �
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148 SIR GAWAIN AND fore day had dawned, they hied
them to the woodlands to the chase. With high hunt and horns They
pass the plain apace, Uncoupled among the thorns The hounds did
race. XII OON they called a quest by the side of a marsh. The
hunters who first found it cheered on the hounds with words, and
there was a great hallooing, and the hounds, hearing it, hastened
thither quickly, forty of them at once, and fell fast to the scent. Then
arose such a roaring of the gathered hounds that the rocks were
ringing thereabouts. The hunters harried them with their horns, and
all of the hounds swayed together between a pool in the wood, and
a cliff,
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 149 a rugged place it was where the
rugged rock had fallen. The hounds went before and the hunters
followed after. They surrounded the cliff, and with the bloodhounds
marked the beast that was within. Then the hunters beat the bushes
and sought to make the prey leap forth. Suddenly and fiercely he
rushed athwart the huntsmen — one of the fiercest of swine. A long
time had he dwelt apart from the herd, and he was very old and
tough and baleful, and one of the greatest of boars, and whenever
he grunted many were fearful, for at the very first thrust he hurled
three men to the earth and caused many to fall back without further
hurt. And they hallooed full high, with * Hay ! hay ! ' and hotly blew
their horns ; and merry were both hounds and hunters who
hastened after the boar with boastful noises. And why ? Full oft he
bides the bay, The hounds he doth defy, He maims the dogs, and
they Full piteously howl and cry.
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150 SIR GAWAIN AND XIII HEN the shooters shot their
arrows at him, and often they struck him, but their points failed to
pierce his hide, and the barbs would not bite his forehead. The
shaven arrow-shafts shivered in pieces wheresoever they struck him.
But whenever the blows at all pierced his flesh, then, maddened, he
burst forth on the hunters and hurt them hotly as he hied. And many
grew timid and drew back somewhat. But the lord riding on a light
horse often pierced him, as boldly on the bent-field he blew his
bugle, and called them back as he rode through the dense thickets,
pursuing the boar till the sun shifted westwards. Thus on this day
did they drive the
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 151 boar, while our lovely knight lay
on his bed in rich apparel, all bright. The lady quickly hies To greet
the gentle knight, Full early doth she rise To change him if she
might. XIV HE came towards the curtain and gazed at the knight,
and Sir Gawain welcomed her courteously at first, and the lady
talked with him earnestly. Then she sat at his side and laughingly
with loving glances she delivered her soul, * Sir, if thou art Sir
Gawain, it is, I think, passing strange that a knight who is so well
disposed to gallantry should not be well versed in the customs of
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152 SIR GAWAIN AND good company, for even if thou dost
know them, thou dost cast them forth from thy mind and hast right
soon forgotten what I taught thee by my talking yesterday.' ' What
may that be ? ' quoth the knight. ' I wot not what thou meanest. If
soothly thou speakest, then truly the fault is mine own.' Then said
the lady, ' Why, truly. I taught thee of kissing, and that when the
face of a lady is known, thou shouldst quickly claim thy meed, and
that this is becoming in a knight who uses courtesy.' Then quoth the
doughty man, ' Have done, dear lady, for that I durst not do, lest I
should be denied, for by thy refusal should I find out my mistake.' '
By my faith,' quoth that fair one, ' thou shalt not be denied, for thou
art strong enough to constrain one if thou likest, if any were so
villanous as to refuse thee.' ' Yea, surely,' quoth Gawain, ' good is
thy speech, but to threaten a lady is deemed ungallant in the land
where I live, as also are all gifts given without good will. I am at
your service to kiss when thou
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 153 likest. Thou mayest take it or
leave it when it pleaseth thee, in space The lady bendeth low, And
comely kisses his face, Much love-talk doth flow Of love's joy and
grace. xv WOULD be knowing from thee,' said that dear lady, ' an
you were not wroth thereat, how it cometh to pass that thou who
art so young and active, so courteous and so knightly as thou art
known to be, and so given to chivalry, which is the most
praiseworthy of all things, and so well versed in the loyal sport of
love and in the science of arms, art yet so slow in lovemaking. For of
all the achievements
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154 SIR GAWAIN AND of true knights, this of lovemaking is
the chiefest, and for their leal loves their lives they adventure, and
endure doleful dintings, and have avenged them by their valour and
delivered them from care, and have brought bliss into many a bower,
and many a fine favour have bestowed ; and yet thou, who art the
eomeliest knight of the age, and thy praise is spread abroad
everywhere, hast had me sitting by thy side several times, and hast
not spoken a single gentle word such as lovers do speak and such as
belongeth to love, neither little nor great ; and thou who art
courteous and quaint in thy promisings oughtest eagerly to teach a
young thing some tokens of true love's craft. Why art thou backward
who canst boast of praises, unless it is that thou deemest me too
dull to hearken to thy dalliance ? For shame Alone I come here and
sit To learn of thee some game ; O teach me of thy wit While my
lord is from home.'
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 155 XVI N good faith,' quoth Sir
Gawain, ' God give you good, great is this good glee of thine, and
easeful is it to me that so worthy a lady as thou art shouldst come
hither to me and trouble thyself about so poor a man, and play in
any such fashion ; but it would be, as I think, a manifold folly for me
to take the trouble to expound true love, and tales of arms, to one
who, as I wot well, hath more sleight in that art than a hundred men
such as I am, or ever shall be, as long as I live upon earth. As far as
I am able I would work thy will, as I am beholden to do, and I would
evermore be thy servant as save me the good Lord.' Thus did she
tempt him often to wrong-doing according to her evil thought, but
so well did he defend himself that of no fault seemed
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156 SIR GAWAIN AND he guilty, nor was there evil wrought
by either of them, but bliss. They laughed and played that day ; At
last she gave him kiss, And then she went her way, And took her
leave, I wis. XVII HEN arose the knight, and betook him to Mass,
after which breakfast was joyfully served, and Sir Gawain played
with the lady all that day. But over the country the lord was riding
following the mischievous boar by steep hillsides, and the beast bit
the backs of his hounds in two. There he bode at bay till the
bowmen broke in upon him and caused
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 157 him to utter a cry as the arrows
fell fleet upon him when the folk gathered about him. But yet he
made the stoutest-hearted to start, until at the last he was so weary
that he could not run any longer, but as quickly as he could he
gained a hole in a hillock near a rock at the side of a brook. He set
himself with his back to the hillock and began to scratch, and full
loathsome was his foaming at the mouth, and about his white tusks,
and all the men who stood by him were a- weary, but at some
distance were they, for near him none durst aspire. He had hurt so
many before That no man did desire To be torn by his tusks any
more, For his brain was fiercely on fire.
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158 SIR GAWAIN AND XVIII HEN came the lord of that rout
himself and reined up his steed, and saw the boar at bay beside his
men. He alighted in graceful fashion, and left his courser in charge,
brandished forth a glittering sword and strode along with huge
strides, crossed by the fording where the fierce beast was biding,
who was ware of the weapon in his hand ; then he heaved highly his
bristles and so hotly he breathed that many of his men went and
stood before their lord, lest a worse fate should befall him. The boar
made so great a rush for him that both he and the lord fell in a
heap, in a place where the water rushed rapidly ; but the boar had
the
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 159 worst of it, for the man marked
him well as they met, and set his sword in the pit of the beast's
stomach, even up to the hilt, so as to rive his heart ; and the boar,
snarling, gave up the struggle as he fell down in the water on his
knees. A hundred hounds and more Fiercely did him seize ; Men
brought him to the shore, And death gave him release. XIX HEN
furious was the blast blown upon many a horn, and high hallooing
on the part of the men, and the hounds bayed the beast as the
masters of that dangerous chase did urge them on. Then
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160 SIR GAWAIN AND one who was wise in woodcraft
began to unlace this lovely boar. First he hewed off his head and set
it on high, then he roughly rent him by the back and tore out his
entrails, and burnt them on hot coals, and rewarded his hounds with
bread blended therewith ; then he cut out the brawn in bright broad
shields, and had out the hastlets, the two halves of which, all whole,
he hung upon a strong pole. Then they made for home at a
swinging pace, with the boar as their trophy, and the boar's head
was borne before the knight who had fared into the ford so valiant
and strong. He saw Sir Gawain in hall, And the time it seemed full
long; He came when he did call To take what to him did belong.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 161 xx HEN the lord saw Sir Gawain
he greeted him with loud mirth and spake words of solace to him.
Then he sent for the ladies and gathered the household ; h e
showed to them the shields of the boar, and told them of his length
and breadth and height, and of the boar's fierceness, and of the
fight in the wood with the wild boar. Then Sir Gawain full comely
commended his deeds, and praised him at great price, and said that
never before had he seen such a brawn of a beast nor such sides of
a boar. Then the gentle man handled the huge head and praised it. '
Now, Gawain,' quoth this good man, ' this game is thine own, as by
our fast and fair covenant it was agreed.' ' True it is,' said that other,
' all that I have gained I will give it to thee by my troth.' 11
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162 SIR GAWAIN AND Then he caught the lord about the
neck and gently kissed him, and eftsoons he kissed him again. ' Now
are we quits,' quoth the lord, ' this eventide of all the covenants we
made since I came hither.' ' I trow By St. Giles,' said the knight, 4
Thou art the luckiest I know, Great in gains thou art this night, And
a rich man thou dost grow.' XXI HEN they set up the tables, and cast
cloths upon them, and the serving-men fixed flaming torches on the
walls and set out the feast, and there was much mirth and glee in
that hall, and many
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 163 a stalwart man sang merry songs
in many a wise during supper and afterwards, such as new carols of
Christmas, with all sorts of good-mannered jesting that one may
think of. And ever our lovely knight sat by the lady, and in seemly
wise she bore herself towards him, and gentle was her bearing, that
she might please so stalwart a man, so that he greatly marvelled
thereat, and was wroth with himself. Yet would he not, because of
his high lineage, make any return thereto, but dealt with her with
care, howsoever things went. At last, When they had played in hall
As long as their strength did last, To chamber he gave them call,
And to the fireplace they passed.
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164 SIR GAWAIN AND XXII ND there they drank each
other's health and passed away the time, and the lord proffered to
make the same covenant together for New Year's Eve. But the
knight craved leave to depart on the morrow. For the time was
drawing near when he should go. But the lord hindered him from
going, and constrained him to bide a little longer, and said, * As I
am a true man, I give my troth that thou shalt arrive at the Green
Chapel on New Year's morn long before prime, that thou mayest
perform thine oath. Therefore rest thou in thy bed and take thine
ease while I shall hunt in the woods and keep the covenant between
us and exchange our gains on my return hither. For I have proved
thee twice and found thee faithful, now for the third time let us think
on the morrow and make
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 165 merry while we may, and be
mindful of joy, for loss cometh when it will.' Sir Gawain readily
consented thereto, and lingered a little longer, and they drank
together and went to their rest with light. Sir Gawain lies and sleeps
Full still and soft all night, The lord, that woodcraft keeps, Full early
he was dight. XXIII FTER the Mass the lord and his men ate a hasty
meal. Merry was the morn. He asked for his horse, and all his
company whose duty it was to follow him were ready on their
chargers before
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166 SIR GAWAIN AND the hall gates. Wondrous fair was
the world, for the hoar frost was on the ground. Ruddy and red the
sun rose among the mists, and full clear cast aside the clouds of the
welkin. The hunters dispersed themselves by the side of a wood,
and the rocks and the trees rang with the noise of the horns. Some
of the hunters fell in with the scent where the fox was biding, and
oft they tracked and tracked across in wily fashion. One of the
hounds took up the cry, and the hunters called him, and the others
fell thereto panting hard and close together. They ran forth in a
rabble right on his track. The fox ran on in front, and they found him
at length and followed hard after him, and savagely they scolded
him with an angry noise. He tricked them, and made quick turns in
many a rough woodland, and dodged in and out, and sometimes
would pause to listen by many a hedgerow. At length he leapt over a
quickset hedge by the side of a little ditch, and then stole out
stealthily by a rugged path, and tried to escape
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 167 the hounds. Then, ere he knew it,
he came suddenly upon one of the stations, where three hounds
fiercely set upon him at once. All grey He quickly turned again, And
strongly sprang astray With all the woe and pain To the wood he
turned away. XXIV HEN truly it was fine sport to listen to the hounds
when, all crowded together, they came upon him, and such curses
were flung at him as though the clustering cliffs had clattered down
in heaps. And
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168 SIR GAWAIN AND as the huntsmen met him, they
hallooed together with loud and snarling words. And they threatened
him, and called him a thief, and ever the hounds were at his tail that
he might not tarry a moment, and often as he ran on they rushed at
him, and often they rolled over and over. So wily was Reynard. And
oft he led them astray in this fashion over and under and amidst the
mountains, while the gentle knight at home was sleeping within the
comely curtains on that cold morning. But the lady could not sleep
for love thinking, lest the purpose in her heart so firmly fixed should
suffer harm. But she rose up quickly and ran to his chamber, dressed
in a merry mantle furred and lined with the purest of skins, with no
hues of gold her head adorning, but with precious stones twined
about her hair in clusters of twenty. And her face and her throat
were all naked, and eke her breast before and behind. She came
within the chamber, and closed it after her, flung wide open the
window, and called to the knight, and
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 169 thus greeted him with raillery and
rich words, and with cheer. * Ah, man, how canst thou sleep ? The
morning is so clear.' He was in drowsing deep, And yet her words did
hear. XXV UT the knight was sunk in fitful and dreamy slumbers, as
if in the grip of sad thinking how that on that very day destiny would
dight him his Weird,1 when he should meet the Green Knight at his
chapel and receive from him the blow without further words. But 1
Wyrd or Weird was the Old English Goddess of Fate of Beowulf and
other Old English poems.
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170 SIR GAWAIN AND when that comely knight recovered
his wits, he swung suddenly out of dreams and answered in haste.
The lovely lady came towards him laughing sweetly, and bending
over his fair face she kissed him. And he welcomed her worthily, with
a pleasant smile. For he saw her so gloriously and gaily attired, so
faultless in her features, and of such a fine complexion, that a strong
and welling joy warmed his heart. And straight they smote forth
mirth and smiles ; yet all was pure bliss, and no more than they felt
within them was right. The words they said were good, And their joy
was fair and light; Great peril between them stood, But Mary
guarded her knight.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 171 XXVI OR verily the worthy Prince
bore himself as a victor ; for she proffered herself to him so
earnestly that it behoved him either to take her love or to refuse it in
uncourteous fashion. He cared much for his courtesy, lest he should
prove himself craven-hearted, and yet much more for the mischief
that would follow were he to commit sin and betray the lord who
was his host in that castle. ' God shield us,' said he, ' this shall not
befall us,' and with spare love, laughing, he received all the words of
choice that fell from her lips. And the lady said, 4 Thou dost deserve
great blame if thou lovest me not who am wounded in heart more
than all else in the world ; but perchance it is because thou hast a
mistress that thou lovest better than thou lovest me, and holdest thy
troth to her, and wouldst not lose her, as I
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172 SIR GAWAIN AND trow. And now do thou tell me that
truly, I pray thee ; for the sake of all the true love in the world, hide
it not from me through guile.5 The knight said, c By St. John,' And
softly he did smile, ' In faith I have not one, Nor none will have the
while.' XXVII HAT word,' quoth she, ' is the worst of all. I am
answered forsooth, and sore wounded am I. Kiss me now comely,
and I will hie me hence. I can only mourn in the world as lovers do.'
Then, sighing, she stooped down and said as she stood there, *
Now, dear
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 173 one, at my passing do me this
ease ; give me some little token, if it be only thy glove, that I may
think on thee and thus lessen my grief.' * Now I wot,' said the
knight, ' I would that I had here the dearest thing I possess in the
world, for thou hast, forsooth, deserved wondrous oft and rightly
greater reward than I could ever bestow ; but to bestow upon you
some love-token, that would avail but little. For it would be a stain
upon your honour at this time that Gawain should give you a glove
as a reward, for I am come hither on the most unheard-of errand
upon earth, and have no men or baggage with things of value — for
every man must bide his fate, whether of sorrow or gall.' * Nay,
knight of high degree,' Quoth the lady fair and tall, ' Though nought
thou givest me, I'd yield to thee my all.'
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174 SIR GAWAIN AND XXVIII HE gave him a rich ring of
red gold, with a glittering stone standing out therefrom, from which
shone forth blushing beams as of the bright sun ; and surely it was
of very great price. But the knight refused it, and readily he said, ' I
will take no gift from thee at this time. I have none to offer thee in
return, and none will I take.' She pressed it upon him, but he would
none of it, and swiftly swore his sooth that he would not take it ;
and very sorrowful was she, and said, ' If thou refusest my ring
because it seems to thee too rich a present, and thou wouldst not be
so deeply beholden to me, I will give thee my girdle, for that is of
less value.' She caught hold of a circlet of
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 175 lace that girdled her sides and
was fastened to her kirtle under the white mantle, and it was geared
with green silk and shapen with gold and all embroidered with
finger-work. She offered it to the knight, and blithely she besought
him to accept it, though of little worth it were. But he said that he
would not take it in no wise, neither gold nor treasure as God sent
him grace, that he might achieve the event that he had chosen in
coming there. 4 And therefore I pray thee, be not displeased, and
cease from this business, for I can never consent to thy request,
therefore do not rue ; Dear debt to thee is mine As thy courtesy's
due, And ever in fair and fine I am thy servant true.'
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176 SIR GAWAIN AND XXIX OW dost thou refuse this silk
girdle,' said the lady, 'for simple it is in itself and of little worth it
seems. But whoso knew the virtues that are knit therein, he would
appraise it at greater price, peradventure. For whatsoever man is
girded with this green lace while he has it secretly fastened about
his body, there is no man under heaven that could hew him asunder.
He could not be slain by any sleight or trick in the world.' Then the
knight set himself to thinking, and it came into his heart that such a
girdle would be a jewel in the jeopardy to which he was pledged in
going to the Green Chapel to receive
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 177 the deadly blow ; and if he should
slip and be in danger of death it would be a noble sleight of defence.
Then he endured her chiding, and let her speak, and she thrust the
belt upon him quickly, and he took it from her as she gave it with
good will and besought him for her sake never to reveal it, but to
loyally hide it from her lord. The knight agreed thereto, and swore
that no man should ever know it save they two, as she did crave.
Great thanks he gave that day With heart and mind so grave. The
third time, as I say, She kissed that knight so brave. 12
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178 SIR GAWAIN XXX HEN she took her leave, for there
was no more love-play to be gained from the knight. As soon as she
had gone, Sir Gawain dressed himself right soon and arrayed himself
in noble garments and hid away the love-lace the lady had given
him, where he could easily find it at need. Then first he went to the
chapel of the castle and found out the priest, and prayed for
absolution and that he would show to him a better way to save his
soul when he should go thence. Then he made a clean shrift, and
confessed his misdeeds both great and small, and sought for mercy.
And the priest absolved him and gave him such cleanness as though
on the morrow doomsday should dawn. Then he made himself so
merry among the noble ladies with comely carols and all kinds of joy
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 181 as never before or since that day,
until the dark night came with bliss. Each one had dainty more Of
him and said, I wis, That so merry he ne'er was before, Since thither
he came, ere this. XXXI ND he lingered there, where love was his
portion. And all the time the lord was on the land leading his men,
and he had killed the fox that he had followed so long, as he leapt
over a hedge to spy upon the shrewd fellow. For there, as he heard
the hounds that were hard upon him, Reynard came running
through a rough grove, and all the rabble racing at his heels. The
lord was ware of the fox, and warily he waited
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182 SIR GAWAIN AND for him, and brandished forth the
bright sword, and made a cast at him, whereat he flinched and
should have retreated, but a hound rushed at him e'en before he
could escape, and right in front of the feet of the horse they all fell
upon him and worried the wily fellow to death with a loud noise. The
lord alighted quickly, and soon caught hold of him and tore him out
of the mouths of the dogs, and held him high above his head,
hallooing the while, and many a brave hound bayed at him there.
The hunters hied thither, blowing a recheat on their horns till they
saw the knight, and by the time that his noble company were come
up, all that bore bugles blew at the same time, and those who had
no horns raised a great halloo ! It was the merriest meet ever heard
of, and the greatest noise ever made for the soul of a fox. With jest
The hounds they did reward, Their heads they then caressed, And
then they took Reynard And straightway him undressed.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 183 XXXII ND forthwith they made for
home, blowing full stoutly on their loud horns, for night was drawing
near. And at length the lord alighted at his beloved homestead, and
found the fire on the floor and the knight beside it. Sir Gawain the
good made merry with them all, for among the ladies he had much
joy for love. He wore a fine blue linen mantle, that reached down to
the ground, and his surcoat suited him well, for it was soft furred,
and a hood of that ilk hung on his shoulder, and both were blended
with fur. The lord met this good man in the midst of the hall, and
greeted him gaily, and the knight spake goodly words : ' I will be the
first to fulfil our covenant that we plighted together when the drink
was
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184 SIR GAWAIN AND not lacking.' Then he embraced the
lord and kissed him three times as gravely and carefully as he could.
c By Christ,' said the lord, c thou hast had great joy in achieving
such treasures, and thy bargain was a good one.' c Yea then, no
matter the bargain,' said that other, ' quickly is given the bargain I
drove.' ' Marry,' quoth the lord, * my prize is coming on after me, for
all the day I have been hunting and nought have I gotten but this
foul fox ; and the devil take him, and indeed it is a poor return to
make for such precious gifts as thou hast given me in three such
kisses so good.' ' Enough,' said Sir Gawain, * I thank thee by the
rood,' And how the fox was slain He told him as they stood.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 185 XXXIII HEN with mirth and
minstrelsy, and with meats at their will, they made as merry as any
men could, and the ladies laughed merrily, and there were spoken
many jesting words. And Gawain and the good man were both of
them so glad that they were in danger of losing their heads or of
becoming drunken. So great was the revelry in the hall until it was
time to separate and retire to their beds. Then most humbly did the
knight take leave of the lord, and in fair fashion he thanked him. '
May the High King bless thee for the wondrous sojourn I have had
here in thy castle at this high feast. I pray thee to grant me one of
thy men if thou wilt to show me, as thou didst promise, the way to
the Green Chapel, so God will suffer me to endure on New Year's
Day the destiny appointed me.' * In good
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186 SIR GAWAIN AND faith,' said the lord, c with a right
good will — all that ever I promised thee I will hold to my reed.'
Then he assigned him a servant to set him in the way and conduct
him by the downs that he might suffer no hurt in going through the
forests, and fare forth in gainly fashion, and live. The lord then
thanked Gawain, Such worship he would him give, And of the ladies
twain The knight then took his leave. XXXIV ITH courteous kisses he
took leave of them all and gave them great thanks, and received
their thanks in return. Then they entrusted him to Christ, and
heaved deep sighs as he passed out from
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 187 their midst, and each man that he
met he gave him thanks for service and solace and the great pains
they had taken, especially those who had done him personal service.
And each man was sore troubled at parting with him with whom
they had dwelt so worthily. Then with flaming torches they led him
to his chamber, and blithely brought him to rest in his bed. I dare
not say that he slept soundly, for of the morn he had much of
thought. Let him lie there still, He is near that which he sought, An
ye will awhile be still I will tell you how he wrought.
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[OW drew near the New Yea r as the night waned and the
darkness passed away as God doth bid. But wild weather of the
world came out of the wakening day, and clouds cast down cold
upon the earth, and there was enough of the north in the weather to
vex the naked. And snow fell sharply and covered the wilds. The
whistling wind rushed down from the heights, and there were great
drifts in the dales. And as the knight 188
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 18 lay in his bed he listened to the
storm, and though he locked his eyelids, full little he slept, and he
heard the ci owing of each cock in turn. Ere the day dawned he
dressed himself by the light of a lamp that gleamed in his chamber.
He called to his servant, and quickly he answered him, and he bade
him bring in his cuirass and his saddle, and he rose up forthwith and
fetched the ridingapparel, and prepared Sir Gawain for his journey in
great wise. First he clad him in his clothes, that he might ward off
the cold, and then in his other harness that had been faithfully
guarded. His coats of mail and his armour-plate all shone with
burnishing, and the rings of his rich coat of mail were cleansed of all
rust, and were all fresh as at first, and he was fain to thank him
there. Of the armour every piece He had wiped clean and fair, As no
warrior's in Greece. He asked for his steed so rare.
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100 SIR GAWAIN AND ii ND while he was then being
decked out in these rich weeds, his coat with the badge of noble
deeds, adorned as it was with stones of virtue upon velvet and
bound with embroidered seams and fair furred within with costly
furs, yet forgot he not the lace girdle, the lady's gift for his
protection. When he had belted his sword upon his smooth
haunches he wound the love-token round and round about him, and
he quickly folded the gay girdle of green silk about his loins over the
rich and royal red cloth. But he wore not this rich girdle for its great
price, nor for pride of polished pendants, or because gold glittered
and gleamed upon it, but to save himself when it behoved
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 191 him to suffer and to bide bale
without debate and to beware of the sword or blow. And then the
bold knight down From that fair castle doth go, All that household of
renown He thanketh them, I trow. in HEN his fine and huge horse
Gringolet was made ready. He had been well cared for, and was
proud and eager for galloping. Sir Gawain went up to him and
looked in his face. Then he solemnly addressed the company, and
swore, ' Here indeed is a well-mannered and courteous household,
and may the lord who main �
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192 SIR GAWAIN AND tains them have great joy. And may
love betide the dear lady of the house all her life. And when they
cherish their guests and do honour to them, may the High Lord that
wields heaven on high bless them and you all ; and if I live long
enough I will grant you some meed for your services.' Then stepped
he into the stirrups and mounted his horse, and his servant handed
him his shield, which he received on his shoulder, and then goading
Gringolet with his golden spurs, he stood there no longer, but struck
sparks from the stones, and the horse did prance. His man on horse
was then That bore his spear and lance, ' This castle to Christ I ken
Oweth its good chance.'
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 198 IV HEN the bridge was let down,
and the broad gates were flung open, both halves of them. The
knight crossed him; self as he passed the threshold, and praised the
porter, and knelt before the prince of that castle and bade him good
day, and went on his way with his one servant who was to show him
the path to that sorrowful place where he was doomed to receive
the rueful blow. They took their way by hills where the boughs of
the trees were bare, and they climbed up by cliffs where the frost
was clinging. The clouds did not fling down the snow, but gloomy
was it beneath. The moor was muggy with mist, and the snow
melted on the mountains, and each hill had a cap or mantle of fog,
and brooks boiled among the rocks, dashing white on the shores as
they rushed downwards, and lone18
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194 SIR GAWAIN AND some was the way as they went by
the woodlands until the time came for the sun to rise that tide. They
rode o'er a hill full high, The white snow lay beside ; The man who
rode him by Bade his master abide. OR hither/ said the man, c I
have brought thee at this time, and now thou art not far from that
famous place about which thou hast so specially asked so many
questions. But soothly I will tell thee, since I know thee and thou art
one among ten thousand, and I love thee well, that wouldst thou
take my counsel it would be better for thee ; for the place towards
which thou dost press forward is held to be full
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 195 perilous, for there dwells in that
waste one of the worst upon earth. And he is strong and stern, and
loves to deal great blows, and greater is he than any man in the
world, and his body bigger than the best four knights that are in the
house of King Arthur, Hector, or any others. And such chance he
achieves at the Green Chapel that none passes that place, though he
be proud in his armour, but that he deals them a death-blow by a
stroke of his hand. For pitiless is he, and shows no mercy. For
whosoever rides past the chapel he thinks it as good to kill him as to
remain alive himself, be he churl or chaplain, monk or mass-priest.
Therefore I say to thee, forsooth, as thou dost sit in the saddle, if
thou comest there, thou shalt be killed, believe thou that, forsooth,
though thou hadst twenty lives to spend. He has dwelt here of yore;
Do not thither wend, Against his dintings sore Thou mayest not thee
defend.'
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196 SIR GAWAIN AND VI OR thy welfare, Sir Gawain, let
him alone, and gang some other gait, for God's dear sake. Go where
Christ may speed thee, and I will hie me home again ; and further I
promise thee on my oath, by God and all His good saints, as help
me, God and Our Lady and others, that I will keep thy secret and
say not a word that ever thou didst turn back from thy quest.' '
Grammercy,' quoth Gawain, c well may it be with thee for that thou
desirest my good, and wouldst loyally keep a secret, as I believe
thou wouldst verily, but didst thou keep it never so truly, were I to
turn away for fear as thou dost bid me, a coward knight I should
show myself and without excuse. Nay, but I will to the chapel, come
what come may, and deal with
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 197 that fellow as I list, and as Weird
doth like, be it for weal or woe. Though he be fierce to yield, And
deal a deadly blow, My God can full well shield His servant from the
foe.' VII ARRY,' quoth that other, * now thou hast said that thou wilt
thrust thyself into such danger, and it listeth thee to lose thy life, I
will not hinder thee. Set then thy helmet on thy head, and thy spear
in thy hand, and ride down the path by the side of yonder rock till
thou shalt come to the bottom of the rugged valley ; then take a
look round
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198 SIR GAWAIN AND on thy left hand and thou shalt see
in the valley the very chapel that thou seekest and the burly fellow
that keepeth it. Now fare thee well, and God bless thee, Gawain the
noble. For all the gold in the world I would not wend with thee nor
bear thee company through this valley a single inch farther.' Then
the man turned his horse round in the wood, put his spurs to sides
as hard as he could, and galloped over the land, leaving the knight
alone. * By God's self,' quoth Gawain, I will neither weep nor groan ;
To do His will I am full fain, He will deliver me full soon.'
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 199 VIII HEN spurred he Gringolet,
and betook himself along the path by the side of a wood, and rode
over a rough hill into the valley. And he lingered there some time,
and a wild place he thought it, for he saw no resting-place, but only
high hills on both sides, and rough, rugged rocks and huge boulders,
and the hill shadows seemed desolating to him. Then he drew up his
horse, and it seemed wondrous strange to him that he saw not the
Green Chapel on any side. At length a little way off he caught sight
of a round hillock by the side of a brook, and there was a ford across
the brook, and the water therein bubbled as though it were boiling.
The knight caught up the reins and came to the hill, alighted, and
tied up the reins to the rugged branch of a tree. Then he went to
the hill and walked
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200 SIR GAWAIN AND round about it, debating within
himself what place it might be. It had a hole at the end and on
either side, and it was overgrown with tufts of grass and was all
round and hollow within. He thought it nought but an old cave or a
crevice. Within and about it there seemed to be a spell. 4 Ah lord,'
quoth the gentle knight, Is this the green chapel ? Here truly at
midnight Might the devil his matins tell.' IX .OW,' said Sir Gawain, 4
this is a desert place, I trow. This oratory is loathsome, overgrown
as it is with weeds, and well it befitteth that fellow clad in green, for
his devotion to the devil,
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 201 Now in my five wits I ween it is
the very devil himself who has made this tryst with me, that he may
destroy me. This is a chapel of ill-luck, and the most accursed kirk
that I have ever seen, and may ill luck befall it.' With his helmet high
on his head and lance in hand, he wandered up to that rocky
dwelling. Then came there from a rock in that high hill beyond the
brook a wondrous strange noise, and it clattered among the cliffs as
though it would cleave them asunder, as though one were grinding a
scythe upon a grindstone, and it made a whirring sound like water in
a mill, and rushed and sang out and was terrible to hear. 4 By God
Himself,' said Gawain, ' that is the noise of armour which is being
made ready for that fellow wherewith he may come forth to meet
me by rote. Let God work me woe. It helpeth me not a mote, My life
though I forgo, No noise shall make me dote.'
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202 SIR GAWAIN AND HEN in a loud voice the knight 'gan
call, 4 Who dwells in this place and would hold parley withme? For
now is good Sir Gawain in the right way at last, and if any man
would have aught with him let him come hither quickly; now or
never is his chance.' ' Tarry a moment,' quoth a voice on the hill
above his head, 4 and thou shalt receive all that I promised thee in
right good time.' Thereupon he rushed forward at a great speed till
he arrived near a crag and came whirling out of a hole in a corner of
it with a fell weapon in his hand ; and it was a new Danish axe with
which to give the blow, with a huge piece of steel bent at the
handle, and it was four feet long and filed at the grind �
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 203 stone, and it gleamed full brightly.
It was the Green Knight, dressed as at their first meeting, the same
in face and legs, looks, and beard, save that he went on foot. When
he reached the water he would not wade therein, but hopped over
on his axe and strode boldly forward over the snow. Sir Gawain the
knight 'gan meet, To him he bowed not low ; The other said, 4 Now,
my sweet, The tryst thou keepest, I trow ? ' XI AWAIN,' quoth the
Green Knight, ' may God protect thee. I wis thou art welcome to my
place, and thou hast kept thy promise as befitteth a true man. Thou
knowest the covenant
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204 SIR GAWAIN AND between us made — how a
twelvemonth ago thou didst take that which befell thee and I was to
be quits with thee on this New Year's Day. We are alone verily in this
valley ; there are no knights here to separate us. Doff thy helmet
and take thy pay, and make no more ado than I did when thou didst
whip off my head at one blow/ 6 Nay, by the most high God,' said
Gawain, ' so I have spirit I grudge thee not thy will for any mischief
that may befall me ; but I stand here for thy stroke, and do not deny
thee thy will anywhere.' Down he bent his head, And showed his
neck all bare. There was no sign of dread, Or that he would not
dare.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 205 XII HEN the Green Knight gat
himself ready quickly, and gathered up his grim weapon with which
to smite Sir Gawain, and with all the strength of his body he raised it
aloft and made a feint of destroying him and drove it downwards as
though he were right angry with him, so that the doughty knight
would have been killed by that blow. But Gawain started aside a little
from the axe as it came gliding downwards to destroy him on that
hillside, and shrank a little from that sharp iron with his shoulders.
And the other withheld somewhat the shining weapon, and then
reproved the princely knight with many a proud word. ' Thou art not
Gawain,' said he, 6 that is holden to be so brave that never winced a
hair by hill or valley, for now thou dost flee for fear, ere thou art hurt
at all. Never heard I of such cowardice of that knight, neither
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206 SIR GAWAIN did I shrink or flee when thou didst strike
me, nor did I cavil at all in King Arthur's house. My head flew down
to my foot, yet fled I not, and thou, ere any harm befell thee,
waxest timid in heart. The better man of the two it behoves me to
be called therefore. Quoth Gawain, ' I shrank once, But so will I no
more, Yet though my head fell on the stones I cannot it restore.' XIII
UT hasten thou, and let us come to the point. Deal me my destiny,
and do it out of hand, for I will stand thee a stroke, and start aside
no more till thine axe hath smitten me : have here my troth.' ' Have
at thee then,' quoth that other, and he heaved the axe aloft
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 209 and looked so angry that he
might have been a madman. He struck at him mightily, but withheld
his hand suddenly ere it could hurt him. Gawain promptly abided it
and shrank in no limb of his body, but stood still as a stone or a tree
stock that is rooted in the rocky ground with a hundred roots. Then
merrily 'gan he speak, the man in green, * So now thou hast thy
heart whole and while it behoves me to smite. Hold high thy hood
that Arthur gave thee, and keep thy neck to thy body lest it get in
the way again.' Gawain then answered him full fiercely, and with
heart sorrow, ; Strike then, thou bold man; thou dost threaten too
long. I hope that thy heart may wax timid.' 4 Forsooth,' quoth that
other, ' so fiercely thou dost speak, I will no longer hinder thee of
thine errand right now.' Then took he a stride to strike, And wrinkled
lips and brow, No marvel it did him mislike, Who hoped for no rescue
now. 14
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210 SIR GAWAIN AND XIV E raised lightly his axe and let it
fall with the barb on his bare neck ; and though he hotly hammered
he did not hurt him much, but cut his skin a little. The sharp sword
pierced through the flesh, so that the bright blood spurted over his
shoulders to the ground ; and when he saw the blood on the snow
he started forward more than a spear length, hastily seized his
helmet and put it on his head, and adjusted his shield; then
brandishing forth a glittering sword, he spake fierce words, and
never since his mother bare him was he half so merry. * Cease now
from thy strokes. Offer me no more. I have taken a blow in this
place without striving ; if thou givest me any more I
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 211 will readily return them, be ye of
that well assured, my foe. But one stroke shall on me fall, The
covenant was right so Made by us in Arthur's hall, And therefore,
knight, now ho ! ' xv HE man held back and rested upon his axe, set
the shaft on the ground, and leaned on the point, looked at Sir
Gawain, and saw how bravely he stood there, doughty and dreadless
and fully armed, and in his heart he was well pleased. Then spake
he merrily and loudly, with a rushing sound, and said, ' Bold man, on
this hill be not thou so angry, for no
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212 SIR GAWAIN AND man has done thee wrong,
unmannerly nor in any wise, except as was agreed in the court of
King Arthur. I promised thee a stroke — thou hast it ; hold thyself
well payed. I hereby release thee of the remnant and of all other
rights. Had I so liked, I could have dealt thee a worse blow ; but first
I menaced thee in playful wise, and cut thee not at all, though with
right I proffered it to thee for the covenant made between us the
first night when thou faithfully didst keep thy troth and gavest me all
thy gain as a true man should. The second blow I gave thee for the
morning when thou didst kiss my beautiful wife, and gavest me the
kisses, and for the two kisses I gave thee here but two blows
without scathe or tear. A true man keeps his sooth, And no scathe
need he fear ; Thou didst flinch at the third, in truth, So that stroke I
gave thee here.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 213 XVI OR in truth thou art wearing
my weed in that same woven girdle which my wife gave to thee, as I
wot well. And I know all about thy kisses and thy virtues also, and it
was I myself who brought about the wooing of my wife. I sent her
to assail thee, and I found thee to be the most faultless man on
earth ; as pearl is of more price than white pease, so is Gawain, in
good faith, than all other gay knights. But, good sir, in this thou wast
lacking a little in loyalty, not in any amorous working or wooing ; but
that thou didst love thy life the less I blame thee.5 Then Sir Gawain
stood thoughtful for a long time, and he trembled with rage, and all
the blood
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214 SIR GAWAIN AND of his body rushed to his face, and
he shrank for shame all the time the Green Knight was talking. And
the first words he uttered were, c A curse on both cowardice and
covetousness ! In them are both villany and vice, that destroy
virtue.' Then he caught hold of the girdle and violently flung it at the
knight. c Lo, there is the false thing, and may evil befall it. For fear
of thy stroke cowardice seized me, and for covetousness I was false
to my nature, which is loyal and true as befitteth a knight. Now am I
faulty and false and fearful. May sorrow betide Treachery and
Untruth and Care. I know thee knight here still. All faulty is my fare,
Let me but thwart thy will, And after I will be ware.'
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 215 XVII HEN the other laughed and
said, c I reck nought of the harm I had of thee, for thou hast made
such clean, confession of thy misdeeds, and hast done such penance
at the point of my sword that I hold thee free from thy fault and as
innocent as if thou hadst never forfeited innocence since thou wast
born. And here I give to thee again the girdle, that is gold hemmed
and green as my gown. And thou shalt think on this chiding when
thou goest forth among princes of price, and this shall be a pure
token of thy chance at the Green Chapel, to chivalrous knights. Thou
shalt come in this New Year and turn again to my dwelling, and we
will spend
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216 SIR GAWAIN AND the remnant of this noble feast
revellings as shall in be seen.5 Thus invited Sir Gawain the lord, And
quoth he ' My lady, I ween, She shall thee well accord, Though she
was thine enemy keen.' XVIII AY, forsooth,' quoth Gawain, and he
seized his helmet, gracefully doffed it, and thanked the Green
Knight. * Sadly have I sojourned, and may joy betide thee from Him
who hath all men in His keeping. Commend me to that courteous
one thy noble lady, and to the ancient dame, my honoured
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 217 ladies who have so cunningly
beguiled me. It is no wonder if a fool go mad in loving, and through
the wiles of a woman be brought to sorrow, for so was Adam
beguiled by one woman and Solomon by many ; and to Samson,
Delilah dealt him his weird, and David was beguiled by Barsabe,
through whom he suffered great loss. All these were troubled by the
wiles of women. Great joy it would be to love them well, and believe
them not, if a man could do it. For of those who under heaven i
have mused, All of them were beguiled By women that they used ;
Though I be now be-wiled I think I am excused.'
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218 SIR GAWAIN AND XIX UT for thy girdle;' quoth Gawain,
6 God reward thee for it, and I will wield it with good will, not for the
gold, nor the samite, nor the silk, nor for its pendants, nor for weal
nor worship, nor for its fair workings, but as a sign of my surfeit oft
shall I look upon it ; and when I ride in renown I shall feel remorse
for the fault and cowardice of the crabbed flesh, and how easy it is
to be smirched by filth, and thus, when pride shall prick me through
prowess of arms, the sight of this lovely lace shall moderate the
beating of my heart. But one thing I pray thee, and may it not
displease thee, since thou art lord of that land where I have
sojourned with thee in worship — and may the Lord
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 219 reward thee that sitteth on high
and upholds the heavens — tell me thy name, and no more do I ask
thee.' ' That shall I tell thee truly,' quoth that other. 6 Bernlak de
Haudesert I am called in this land ; and through might of Morgan le
Fay, who lodges in my house, and the cunning of the clergy, I am
well learned in crafts. She was the mistress of Merlin, and many has
she taken captive by her wiles. For she has made love for a long
time to that famous clerk that knows all your knights at home.
Morgan the goddess Therefore is her name ; There is no
haughtiness She cannot make full tame.'
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220 SIR GAWAIN AND xx T was she who brought me in this
wise to your joyous hall, to assay the pride thereof if it were truly
spoken of, and to put to the test the great renown of the Round
Table. She it was who made me do this marvel to put you all out of
your wits, in order to vex and pain Guinevere and to cause her
death, together with all that ghostly game and the knight with his
head in his hand before the high table. It was the work of Morgan,
who is that ancient dame thou didst see in my house. And she is
thine aunt, and half-sister to Arthur, the daughter of the Duchess of
Tintagel, who afterwards married Uther and gave birth to Arthur,
who now is king. Therefore I implore thee, come and see thy aunt.
Make merry in my house, for my servants all love thee, and I wish
thee
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 221 well, by my faith, as any man
under heaven because of thy great truth.* But Sir Gawain denied
with a nay, and said he would not in any wise. Then they embraced
and kissed and commended each other to the King of Paradise, and
they parted right there on the wold. Gawain mounts horses, I ween,
To the king's town hastes him, bold. The knight, in weeds of green,
Went o'er the moorland cold. XXI rode over wild ways of the world,
Sometimes he found rest in houses, and sometimes in the open air,
and had many adventures in the valleys, and oft he overcame, and I
will not try to tell it all. The hurt was healed that he had in his
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222 SIR GAWAIN AND neck, and he still carried the
glittering belt at his side ; under his left arm was the lace, tied with
a knot, in token that he was taken in a fault. Thus he came to court,
a knight all unhurt. There was joy in that hall when the great ones
knew that Sir Gawain was come back, and great gain they thought
it. The king kissed the knight, and the queen also, and many a
faithful knight sought to embrace him, and they asked him of his
faring, and he told them all the wonders thereof and all the labours
he had endured, the chance of the chapel, the doings of the Green
Knight, the love-making of the lady, and of the lace last of all. Then
he showed them the cut in his neck which for his disloyalty he
received at the hand of the Green Knight for blame. He moaned as
he did it tell, The blood to his face then came, As he groaned for
grief as well, When he showed it to them for shame.
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THE GREEN KNIGHT 223 XXII > my l°r(V quoth the knight
as he handled the lace, ' this is the bond and sign of my shame, this
is the loss and the hurt that I have suffered through cowardice and
covetousness. It is the token of untruth, and I must needs wear it
while life shall last, for none may hide it, for when it is once fixed
upon any one never will it pass from him.' The king comforted the
knight, as did all the court ; and they laughed loudly, and it was
agreed that all the lords and ladies of the Round Table, each
member of the brotherhood, should have a lace belt, a band of
bright green, and wear it for the sake of Sir Gawain as long as they
lived. And this was the renown of the Round Table, and he that had
it was held in great honour for evermore, as I have
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224 SIR GAWAIN seen it written in the best book of
romance. Thus in King Arthur's day did this adventure betide. The
Brutus books bear witness to it, since the bold Knight Brutus came
hither first after the siege and the assault ceased at Troy, as I wis.
Many adventures herebefore Have befallen such ere this. Now He
that thorn-crown for us bore Bring us to His bliss. Amen. HONY
SOYT QUI MAL PENCE Printed by Hamll, Watson & Viney> Ld.,
London and Ayleaibury.
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